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Farrakhan
Pushes for
Stronger
Families

Library, iLab
Slated to Open
24 Hours Sunday

By CHRISTOPHER WINDHAM
Campus Editor

By IRA PORTER
Managnig Editor

Nation of Islam leader Minster
Louis Farrakhan, said the black family "is- in a deep crisis on all fronts,"
in
his
address
Wednesday to stu1 dents and

community leaders in the
DC area.
F ar rakhan
made his

remarks
by way of
Min. Louis Farrakhan
phone
from Chicago at a symposium held in
Cramton Auditorium. The brief
speech served as the opening session
for a three-day Million Family March
Scholars symposium, set wrap up at
noon today.
"This conference is born out of a
vision that speaks to the needs of all
of us," Farrakhan sai~. The Symposium is a part of the opening ceremony for Monday's Million Family
March, and featured scholars and pro•
fessionals who participated ni panel

discussions on issues that impact
black families.
Farrakhan said "marriage is the
nistitution upon families are built"
"We build our families on a woman
and a man," he said. "It bothers me
that as a male and female we don't
grow wiU1 each other in marriage."
The sy.mposiwn featured panel topics which nicluded: empowering children and youth; education; parenting
and youth development; enduring cultural values of African-American
families; and racial profiling and the
prison-industrial complex. Several
Howard professors served as panelist
for the sessions.
·
Farrakhan also spoke on moral
character.
"Scholars need to address spiritual, moral and intellectual development," he said. ''God gave us knowledge so that we may grow in our
lifetime in every dimension of
growth."
He said students often don't know
· how to be good parents. "Students
don't get a degree in the skill of parenting."
Million Family March coordinator, Benjamin F. Muhammad said the
symposium was an effort "to fmd not
only what is wrong with our family,
but was is right with the family. It is
important we 1vork together to
strengthen families."
The symposium will end at 11 a.m.
today.
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According to experts, youth weight gain is growing at a rate so rapid that national health organizations have
now made the issue a chief concern.
•

Howard Students Struggle to
Beat the 'Freshman 15'
By MONICA BARBARA
Hilltop Staff Writer
undreds of freshmen
jump from high school
to college each year
with the goal of having the college
experience and earning a degree.
Unfortunately, some individuals
pick up a little something extra:
unwanted weight. -\ccordi;lg to
experts, youth weight gain is
growing at a rate so rapid that

H

Feature Story
national health organizations have
now made the issue a chief concern.
"Weight gain amongst young
people has become an epidemic
problem," said Carl Wallace, a
dietitian at Howard University
Hospital.
Freshman college students are
most prone to weight gain, experts
say.
Sophomore Danika Santos
experienced "the freshmen 15"
last year. This phenomenon is the
15 pounds college students say
they gain during freshman year.
She said her meal plan of two
meals per day caused her to gain
more than 15 pounds. In an effort
to keep the weight off, Santos said
she did not purchase a meal plan
this year. Another cause of weight

gain is the ever-present culprit,
fast food.
Still others blame the cafeteria
food as a cause of weight gain.
Freshman Sheena Smith said
the cafeteria food contributed to
her IO pound weight gain. Smith,
who is a fashion model, said,
"They [the cafeteria] offers two
main courses, and both look
apJJeal n., 'she said. "So, yoti g0
back for the second one." Realizing that losing the weight will be
a greater task than gaining it was,
Smith has gone so far as to request
the help of a personal trainer.
Though most blamed both fast
food restaurants and cafeteria food
for weight gain, freshman Andy
Green singles out the cafeteria
food as the cause of his weight
loss. Green who said he has not,
"acquired a taste for the cafeteria's
fine cuisine," has not worked out
in a gym. However he has lost
weight because he has not been
eating like he does at home.
Wallace says the problem is not
excessive weight, but, "excessive
body fat" An imbalance between
the amount of calories consumed
and the amount of energy expended causes excess," he said.
Though the freshman 15 is often
joked about, Wallace warns of the
health risks that are involved.
Problems such as cardiovascular
diseases, diabetes, and even arthri•

tis are accredited to excessive body
fat A recent onset of Diabetes 2
(a form _o f diabetes normally associated with adults) in youth is
proof of the effects of excess body
fat, Wallace added.
Wallace also encourages students to have a planned physical
activity. "Technology has caused
young people to become 'couch
p<yato~s."' <:>?i.-l 'j''-'aHate. \t 1c·.i t
30 nJinutes uf j,hysical activity
every day is recommended. Activities can be as simple as taking a
walk around campus.

Tips on How to
Keep the Weight Off
-Look at your overall lifestyle.
A variety of foods, using the
food JJyramid as a focal point,
should be consdmed.
-The base of your diet should
be plant foods, fruits and vegetables. Grains along with high
protein foods, such as meats,
should act almost as side dishes. Concentrated sugars and
fats should also be kept to a
minimum in your diet.
-A diet that consists mostly of
fast foods should also be altered
'
due to fast foods'
excessive fats
and sugars. Candies and pastries should also be kept to a
minimum due to their high sugar
and fat contents. 1
Source: American Dietetic As.~ociatio11
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The iLab and Undergraduate
Library will begin operating on a 24
hour schedule Sunday, University
officials announced earlier this week.
President H. Patrick Swygert
approved a pilot program earlier this
week to open the facilities around the
clock for the remainder of the semester, Interim Associate Provost Dr.
Gwynette Lacy said.
T_hrough ,the program, the iLab
will operate on modified hours from
Friday through Sunday, and 9pen 24
hours Monday through Thursday.
The Undergraduate Library will follow the same schedule. In an effort
to allay safety concerns, the University's shuttle service will make stops
at both locations every 30 minutes.
The two-month pilot program was
devised by a 12-member task force
which comprised University officials
and one student representative,
Howard University -Student Association President Sellano Simmons.
The announcement of the twomonth program comes just weeks
after Simmons set a November 13
deadline for the University to open
the facilities around the clock. Last
month Si1nmons said students would
be forced to protest if the University
failed to meet the deadline. This
week, as the University 1uade prepa-

rations to open the lab and library on
the new schedule, i'!immons said the
need to protest had been averted.
"I think President Swygert and I
share the same vision, and that is to
have 24 hour library and computer
facilities," he said. "I don't think anyone is losnig. I think everyone wins."
The task force will use the next
two months to gauge the frequency
of student usage of the facilities,
Lacy said. She added that the University will also be paying close
attention to the added cost of the
extended hours. The cost of the pilot
program is expected to top $100,000
over the next two months, Lacy said.
More important than the cost of
the extended hours is student safety,
Lacy added.
"The students have to take precautions to be safe," Simmons said.
"The task force suggests that students walk with groups to and from
these facilities and make use of ttte
shuttle service."
The announcement of the extended hours was.well-received from students and administrators earlier this
week.
'"Our intention is to be as responsive as we could to the needs of the
students," said Dr. Charles Moore,
director of user support services and

Please see iLab, A8

1llo,va1 d Names\Vo1ne11'~
Basketball Head Coach
By BRANDON M. BICKERSTAFF
Sports Week Editor
Howard University's search for a
new women's head basketball coach
ended yesterday when the University named Cathy Parson to head the
program.
The announcement was made yesterday during a press conference held
by the University.
Parson most recently served as
associate coach at the University of
Richmond last season. Parson also
served as an assistant and later as
interim head coach of the WNBA:s
Washington Mystics in 1998. She
also had a stint at Christopher Newport College, where she posted a
183-83 record from 1988 until
1998.
Parson played college ball at the
University of West Virginia, where

•

she holds the school record for total
career points with 2,128. Her jersey
was retired at the university in 1986,
and she became the first woman to be
inducted into the university's Sports
hall of Fame in 1996.
Parson replaces Sanya Tyler, who
was terminated by the University last
month due to alleged violations of
University policies, Tyler has maintained that no violations occurred,
and has since filed a lawsuit aganist
the University citing a breach of her
contract.
'The women's basketball team is
coming off of a Regular Season
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
Championship season under Tyler.
The team posted a 19-10 record and
made it to the Conference's semifinals. The team has been picked to
finish second in the conference this
year.

-

Relief from Rats Maybe Near for Howard Plaza Towers Residents
By NIQUANDA BROWN
By Hilltop Staff Writer

The site of students scrabblnig and
dodging rats near the Howard Plaza
Towers has become all too familiar
for residents.
Now after weeks of dismay, help is
on the way, accordin~ to the Assistant
Property Manager, Charles Pryor.
Pryor said he was not aware that
rats were running rampant in front of
the Towers.

"I was aware that there were rats in
the probable cause for the rats.
the parking lot and we had it baited,"
"When the abandoned building
he said. "But I was not aware that rats
behind McDonald's was knocked
were running in front of the Towers,
down for the new parking lot, rats that
especially with students aroujld.
lived in the building tunneled them"Now that I am aware that rats are
selves next to the East Towers and we
in front of the Towers, I will have · had that baited," he said.
. maintenance cut down the bushes so
Students say rat spotting at the
that the rats could not camouflage
dorm is common.
themselves and I will elevate or
"I see a lot of rats every time I'm
remove the garbage can so that the
out here," said Clay, a sophomore
rats will not ha,ve a source for food,"
political science major and a resident
he said.
of the West Towers.
Pryor said nearby buildings are
Clay said that she was appalled

when a rat pulled her bag of McDonald's french fries into the bushes. ·
"I was sitting on the ledge with
some friends while I was eating my
fries, then we all got up and ran
because we heard rats ruffling in the
bushes right behind where we were
sittnig. When I realized that I left my
bag of fries on the ledge I went back
to get it and saw that the rats dragged
my food into the bushes," she said.
Another West Tower resident, Hanifah Sultan, proposed a resolution to
minimize and rid the rats that are tak-

ing over the Tower's night life: "Cut
the bushes down and spray," she said.
"I am traumatized by the rats. Extermination is severely needed so that
students could at least walk to and
from their dorms at night without
fearing that a rat will run across their
feet."
DC officials say the rat problem is
for Howard to solve.
Ronnie Herrnigton from the DC
owned Vector Control said that the
city does not have to bait a rat infested area if the area is private proper- ·

ty.
"From the sidewalk to the street is
public space and from the sidewalk
to the door is private property," he
said. "Howard University needs to
hire an extermniator or have the problem area baited because any trash,
overgrowth, or violation causing the
rats will cause the city to fine the
housing unit."
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Howard Prepares for Million Family March

The Hilltop This Week
SportsWeek

Engage'
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By IRA PORTER
Managing Editor
More than one million people are expected to
visit the Mall on Washington, Monday Oct 16 for
the Million Family March.
The march comes five years after Minister
Louis Farrakhan of The Nation of Islam organized the Million Man March on Washington.
Farrakhan announced plans for this event at the
march five years ago.
Howard University students faculty and staff

are participating in the march.
"Howard University played a very big role in
the Million Man March in 1996 and the Million
Woman March in 1997. l think it's only fittnig that
in keeping with the development in the black
community, Howard University students continue to remain nivolved in helping shape the direction of our future," Charles Coleman, undergraduate trustee said. Coleman said he plans to
attend the march.
Monday's event will start at 5 a.m. and end at
6 p.m.
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Students Have
Mixed Feelings
about New Abortion
Pill

Voices & '

VieWs

Is the Million
Family March
Necessary?

by A Kosu,, AMO,, Ko-A-rrA
Hilltop Sraff Writer

"Icon"

"K-Ruckuss"
Ol

,1

11

r,.

he Food and Drug Administration·s recent
approval of the abortion pi ll RU-486, also
known as Mifeprex (mifepristone). has
received mixed reviews from pro-choice. pro-life,
and anti-abortion advocate,. Howard University students sec the introduction of the drug into this country as being both a positive and a negative move by
the FDA.
.. I am again,t the pin:· said Thai,a Gee. a junior
broadcast journalism major... While I do think that
a woman should have the option to choose whether
or not she wants to be a mother at any time. I feel
that the pill makes aborting a child too easy and too
common. People may begin 10,rely more on taking
the abortion pill. as opposed to safer sex or birth control pills."
Other Howard students dis:,gree with Gee·s idea
1hat Mifepre< will have a bad effect on the overall
rate of abortion in this country. Brandi Lawrence.
a junior advertising major. supports the approval of
the drug by the FDA. She say,. " I am pro-choice.
I think thtlt a woman should have rhe right to choose
whether or not to have an abortion. I think Mifeprex
is convenient because it eliminates a lot of women
from having to go into clinics to be seen. and having to deal with protesters:·
Organizauons ,uch as Planned Parenthood of Met•
ropolitan Washington. which seek to educate the gen•
era! public on issues pertaining to parenting. inform
people that M1feprex is ,imply another safe earl}
option ro abortion. In Mifeprex's ten-year existence
(mostly overseas). the u,e of the drug has not
increased the number of abortion,. The abortion pill
has simply served as an alternative. according to officials.
Mifeprex. which is a prescription drug. is intended to be used in the very early stage, of pregnancy.
Women who are over seven week;, pregnant wi ll not
be allowed to take the pill. Age limits on the drug
will depend ;olely on the h1w, of individual stme,
and nor the FDA.
Planned Parenthood offici:lls belie\'e that politics
will play a major role in rhe ,afe u,e of this drui: in
the United Srarcs.
"It remain, to be seen how the dilferent states han•
die the administrating of the drug:· Virgmia Martin.
Vice President for External Affair, at Planned Parenthood of Metropolitan Washington. ,aid. ·1ne
question i, how available it will become considering the role politics play. It lnufeprex] certainly
change, the land,cape for birth control . because it
offers non-1nvaS1ve alternath·e, for women:·
Like every other legal drug. RU-486 ha, its side
effects. According to health official-. the,e ,ymp•
toms. which include vagrnal bleeding. diarrhea. nausea. dizziness. vom,trng. heaJ ache,. back pain. and
fottgue. normally imply that the pill is working.
Some of the bleedmg problem,. however. ha\'C been
so sever~ that they have required surgery ro ,.1lvage
the patient's health.
Martin reassures the public that these side effects
are not unu,ual during nn abortion...That is to be
expected. The nature of the pill i, that it causes a
woman 10 spontancou,ly ha"e an abortion. Complications are very rare." Martin said. ··1t ha, not
been di,tributed yet. We will be providrng it throughout the DC area in u mutter of week\ or month,."
Howard Uni\'cr,ity Health officials declined to
comment on the drug due 111 a gag order imposed on
them by the Federnl go"ernmcnt . Federally funded
ins1 itu1ions nre not allowed to comment on is~ues
related to :1bortion or C\'en participate in its di,rribution.

T
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"It is necessary for all cultures and ethnic
backgrounds to be instilled with strong family values. Therefore. this march is crucial
not only for one sc.x or one race. but for the
world:·
Robyn G. Walker-Senior
Communications

''Perfecto"

"Shak-C"

"Zawcain"
·"The Million Family March is
detrimental to sociery because it's a
chance for not only one race. but all

Lyrical '~rmageddon'' to
Free-style on Campus Today

races 10 unite in a peaceful manner."

:
,

Jelani Bellamy .Junior
Finance

I
I

First Round of The Largest Emcee Competition to
Be Held in Punch-Out
By C1tARLES NEAL
Hilhop Staff Writer
· I dun·1 feel that the JI.larch is nece»a1y
because it ,eem, like they're taking
the idea of the Million Man March and
running with it. ·n1c Million Mun
March happened in 1995 and there
seems like there ha, been a march
every year since tbcn."
Rashan Barnes-Sophomore
Political Science

>

..The Million Family March is important
becau,e people in the U.S. need 10 be
reminded of the importance of the
family:·
Reese Marshal I-Sophomore
Marketing

he micropho~es arc III place. the
tum-rabies are poli,hed. the
musical tracks are numbered and
the rappers are ,et to do battle tonight at
the first round Qf Verbal Armageddon. a
campus -wide amateur rap competition.
1\venty-eight rappers will take center
stage in Blackburn·s Punch Out.
equipped with new lyrics. new concepts
and new styles. all vying for the top
prize ofS350 and the chance to be called
"the lyrical champ:·
Event organiLers e,pect about 200 hip•
hop fans to squee£e into the Punch Out's
doors to hear rappers that many say
could be the next stars of hip-hop.
Defending champion Jeff "Perlec10··
Walsh-Roach knows a repeat won't
come easy.
"Last year I thought it was kind of
easy:· Walsh -Roach told the Hilltop
weeks ago. ·· But this year I know I'll

rnent. The J{ighest rank competes
against the lo,,est rank. the second ,eed
plays the second to lowest seed and so
on.
The emcees will begin the first round
with a written rhyme on any topic over
a provided instrumental. The second
round. which wi ll be held in a couple of
weeb. is a back and forth ·•free-style..
lyrical battle. In the final round. the
emcee with the most balanced attribut•
h of writing. free-styling. b,lllling. and
perform:mcc abilil}: is determined from
a select eight to ten finalists.
Now in its third year. the competition

have my work cut out.''

snm more and more cnch year,'' said

Walsh-Roach enters the competition
rnnked first. Turon ··zawcain" Johnson
(2). Kash'ka ··Shak-C" Sain (3).Michacl
"ICON .. King (4) Keenan K-Ruckuss
Bares (5) follow Wabh in the r:mkings.
The seeding for Verbal Armageddon is
similar to the NCAA basketball tourna•

Walsh· R<5ach ... It's really for the emcees.
The fan, arc cool. but it's n:ally for the
emcee~ ...
Some emcees appear to be confident in
their lyrical skills.
..Obviously, I feel as though rm poised
ro win;· ,aid Icon also known as Mike

T

ha::, grown in populari1y. In ih inaugur•

al season. Armageddon drew more than
700 total ,pccrators 10 the new event.
La\l year. att~ndancc reached about
1.100. Thb years attendance is expected to soar even farther.
·Tm ,ecing Verbal Armageddon blos•

King. ·-rm going lO try ro bring something more groundbreaking than your
average emcee. There is a lot of excitement coming from all over about this
year's tournament."

Frc,hmen will try their hands at rapping thb year.
PuDa ( I 0) will enter the tournament ,._
a virtual unk nown. The freshman
entered the try-outs in the Blackburn
Forum on Sept. 20. wtth the confidence
of veteran. PuDn i, one of the many
unknowns. However. he and other
novice emcees. say that they will become
names mentioned with the likes of Shak
C. K-Ruckus, and Icon.
Hip-Hop fan Vince Smith. a sophomore electronic studio major. is ready for
Armageddon.
"I'm looking forward to this year's
even1;· said Smith who attended Inst
year's event. ·-This year has a very strong
top ten line up. along with many other
sharp emcee,:·
Round one will begin in the Punch Out
at Blackburn tonight at 7: 15. Tickets
will be sold at the Cramron forS2. After
the tournament, rankings will be posted
on the UGSA door in --Power Han:· in
Blackburn.

Larry King Shares Wisdom with Students
..It's necessary for the Million Family
March becau,e it will serve as a
wake-up call to the break down of
the Black fomily as a whole:·
Jarvis ·"The Levite" Houston- Junior
Political Science

•

..Absolutely. Just like the Million Mun
March. families need a ch,uice to renect
on the importance of the Black Family
This is a time of atonement and it's time
the black family have responsibility."
Khalilah Long-Junior
Marketing
. - Compiled by Karleen Roy

By M IA SOMERSALt.
Hilltop Staff Writer
TV Guide ha., called Larry Kjng. the host
of CNN', Larry King Live ... the most
remarkable talk-show host on TV ever...
Time Magazine has dubbed the Emmyaward winner. "the master of the mike."
And, after King's lecture last Thursday in
the School of Busines, auditorium. some
Howard students have added the word --gen•
uine" to his list of praises.
King said that truthfulness is the reason he
has made it as far as he has in the media.
He said that his first radio broadcast would
have been a disaster if he did not starr out
by explaining to the audience that it was his
first time on the air and that he really didn't
know what was going on: his honesty made
people.give him a chance.
And 43 years later. King is one of tl1e most
respected men in the media. winning
numerous awards such a, the Peabody
Award for Excellence in Broadcasting. a star
on the Hollywood Walk of Fame and hon•
orary degrees from numerous universities.
He emphasized the point that there is no
trick to becoming a giant in the industry and
staying at the top. '"The only secret in this

business is that there is no secret:' he said
to the group of students. "Be yourself."
King ·s ,peech was a roller coaster of comedy and insighr. He stated that he doe, not
like to speak seriously. "I just like to enter•
rain people;· he said. Howard University
became the butt of the entertainment when
King joked. "I have a lot of affinity to this
school, especially its football ream ... bccause
everyone loves losers ...
And curiosity. King said. is one of the reasons he is such a grear talk show host. He
said that when he has guests on his show
who ha\'e written books, he docs not read
the books prior to interviewing them. so that
he could be curious when he asks them
questions in the interview. "If I' ve read the
book. rm not curious about ir. I hare to ask
a question that I know the answer to. TI,c
less I I.now. the better:·
King told stories about unforgettable interviews with Frank Sinatra and rhe Ramsey
family. He spoke on the subject of how
..unimportantly important sports is 10 society:· And he talked about the inspirntion he
got from the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King

Jr. while protesting with him in Tallahassee.
Florida.
Toward the end of the interaction. the question was asked regarding which presiden•
tial candidate King thinks would be more
proact ive on the subject of civil rights.
King responded that he was not p.llowed ro
publicly endorse candidates. but that he
does not think that the civil rights issue has
been discussed adequately enough in the
campaign. He also said that he does not
think that the Republican Party has ever
regained civiI rights activist respect since
the pa.rty fought agaiost the Civil Rights Act
of 1964.
G.W. Chew. freshrnan marketing major was
impressed by King·s presentation.
..I thought it was going to be more a formal.
long. drawn out lecture. But he turned out
to be cool and outgoing... he said.
Senior insurance major Melita Manser said
that she was able to get a lot out of the lee•
ture and apply it to her life ..., liked when
he talked about how curiosity keeps him
going:· said Manser. She said that curiosity has helped her in the learning process

Larry King
throughout her life. 'T m glad that he suggeMed that. even though it can get you in
trouble, it is also an :isset."
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By GLENN FRIZZELL
Hilltop Staff Writer
A panel composed of representatives from seven of the
nine historically black fraternities and sororities answered
questions from students relating to Greek life last Thursday 1n the Blackburn Center.
"So You Wanna Be Down" was hosted by Omega Psi
Phi as part of "Omega Total Wellness Week 2000." More
than 300 students attended the seminar.
Featured delegates from Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Iota Phi Theta Fraternity,
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, and Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority completed the panel.
The forum began with a brief history of each organization. Then, the floor was opened to questions from stu-

organization was founded upon.

dents. Some questions and responses were:
I. "What are some of your thoughts regarding the stereo-

types that are associated with your organization?"
Siobhan Boyd, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority

on

IlSI

Stereotype: Zeta women are unattractive.
Answer: Women of Zeta are diverse, come from all
walks of life together to uphold principles upon which our
2. "What are your thoughts about the myth that says most
sorority members are unpersonable and unapproachable.?"
Nichol Rolle, Alpha Kappa Alpha
Answer: There is a proper time for everything. Including when to approach a soror.
3. Why do Omegas appear civilized at campus functions,
but at parties get butt naked and act like four legged animals?
Bernard Bourgeois.Omega Psi Phi
"Omega Men are nothing but professional in the proper atmosphere, however at parties people pay their money
to have fun. It is usually hot in the clubs,. if ladies could
come out of their shirts they probably would. We work
hard, we play hard, but I don't recall anything about being
at a party butt-naked."
4. Given that the Greeks incorporated/stole a lot of history from the Egyptians, don't you think it's ironic for his-

A3

--

ree

torically black fraternities, sororities to associate themselves with Greek rituals?
Keith Gill, Alpha Phi Alpha
"During the 19th century, it was illegal for most blacks
to gather materials to educate themselves. Organizations
were formed against the status quo. During that time and
on into the early 20th century, in order to continue the educational/ social bonding process, Greek Letters were
used to mask what these organizations were doing. The
history is originally ours, we're just taking it back. Wearing these letters has nothing to do with trying to be like
another culture."

5. "What are the main advantages of being a member
of a Greek Letter Organization?"
Fred Ashley: Iota Phi Theta
Once you're a member you have to endure hate from
individuals who don't want to be apart. Greek Life isn't
always easy. The pledge [to the organization] is for life.
Say, 20 years from now, a stranger could knock on your
door, and depend on you to open your house to him. It's
like that ... a lifetime bond.

After the question and answer session, students had the
opportunity to talk with members of each organization,
Many left with the impression that Greek Life involves
1r.ore than mingling on the Yard and stepping during
~

Homecoming shows.

"Through hearing the panelists talk, one can•tell that a
sense of civic duty toward the community is at the core
of their agendas," said VondaWillis, junior legal communications major.

Although the event was sponsored by Omega Psi Phi,
Miles Grey Ill, Chapter President of Omega Psi Phi, says
he tried to remain as impartial as possible during the question selection process.

"When looking at the structure of the event, absolute
autonomy was given to each of the panel participants in

reserving the right to answer/ not answer any questions
deemed offensive," he said.
"Students who questions weren't answered and wished
for more in depth discu5:sion of a particular issue are
encouraged to research their questions at Howard 's Moorland-Spingarn Reasearch Center."

'Tl"
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Alumna Recalls Rising from
Insecurity to Confidence at Howard
Alumni Profile
By CHAIA ODOMS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Vanessa Cooke graced Howard's campus with the likes
of Debbie Allen and Phylicia Rashad.
Born and raised in the District, Cooke was a recipient
of a full scholarship to Howard University. Cooke stepped
onto Howard's campus in the fall of 1970 unsure about
her training as a student in the city's public school system.
"I was academically insecure, since I came from such
a poor high school," Cooke said. "I didn't feel like I was
prepared for the competition."
She had hopes of being a teacher, with a major in elementary education and a minor in English. As semesters
went by, Cooke said professors inspired her.
"I was motivated by my professors to work up to my academic potential," Cooke said. She did not receive a full
scholarship by mistake.
Cooke was also an active member in Teachers of America while she was at Howard.
In the spring of 1974, Cooke said she was ready to face
the world, to take on anything anyone had to offer. "I was
no longer timid and hesitant, but confident ilJ]d self-assur. "
1ng.

.,

Immediately after graduating from Howard, CPOke went

.

on to Trinity College for her master's degree in Special Education
while teaching at
Assumption
School. She was
there for seven
years, then moved
on to St. Anthony's
School. After that,
she received her
second master's
from Trinity in
Guidance and
Counseling.
Since then she has worked at Elizabeth Seton High
School in Bladensburg, MD, and has been the Director of
Guidance for 12 years.
Besides her academic achievements, she has also been
an active member of her church, St. Augustine. Cooke was
the Youth Ministries Director for 25 years and is active with
the Crisis Intervention Team. She received a Papal Award
for Service from the pope and an award from the Diocese
of DC for her 25 years of service. Cooke has taken her
Howard education and used it to its fullest capacity.
"Howard prepared me for my future," Cooke said. "I don't
think I would have gotten it anywhere else."

.
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GOT MONEY?
Air Force ROTC does!
Earn a degree while training to become an Air Force officer! Upon graduation,
you have a guaranteed job with great pay and benefits waiting for you!

Air Force ROTC Detachment 130 is based at Howard University and also
supports students attending the following universities and colleges:
American, Catholic, Georgetown, George Washington, Marymount, Trinity, & UDC
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For More Information Contact
Air Force ROTC Detachment 130
Lt Colonel Francine Goode
fgoode@howard.edu
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(202) 806-6788
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LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE
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TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING
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Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF
And for good reasons:
• Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
•
• A solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options
For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest forand enjoy-successful retirements.

,..
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THE TIAA-OREF
ADVANTAGE
Investment Expertise
Low Expenses
Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.
Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF
INFORMATION SESSION
Monday, October 16, 2000 • . 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Howard University, Blackburn Center 142

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

for more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest , TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes the CREF and TIM Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers

TEACHFORAMERICA

Personal Investors Services, Inc distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements_ •

TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and annuities.• TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
• Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.© 2000 TIAA-CREF 08103
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real/¥ are.

We will be o ff-campus
interviewing for Investment
Banking Analyst. positions.
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If interested please
submit y our resume b y
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October 24th to
Mallory C offin at
mallory_ coffin@prusec.com
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- For more -. information ·visit our website at:
www.prud(!ntialsecurities.com/
·investment_banking/careers.htm
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THE CITY
School Voucher Debate Continues
Bv CttAIA ODOMS
Hilltop Staff Writer

,

Turner Elementary School located in Southeast DC is a shining example of what public
school education should not be. With 4 1 percent of students at a basic level of math and science skills and 45.5 percent with lower than
basic scores, students suffer.
It is because of schools like Turner that advocates of private school vouchers say the District's two-year-old voucher system for students
in grades K-8 should continue.
Of the 1,470 lottery-chosen students who
received an average voucher of $1,700 each.
most scored an average of nine percentile points
ahead of their Disu·ict classmates. Most students

selected to receive vouchers were minority and
qualified for free-lunch.
Some say vouchers are the answer for children
in poor public schools whde others say the
· vouchers will use up money that could be spent
on all children instead of a percentage.
·'This money spent on vouchers shou Id be kept
in the city and community to belier the masses
of students;· said Marsha Clark, principal of
Turner school. ·'My school needs help, but
money is used on alternative methods of education like vouchers. ··
Gillian Pratt, a teacher at St. Augustine
Catholic School in northwest DC says she has
mixed feelings on school vouchers.
··Any program that removes finances from
public schools has 10 be carefully scrutinized,"

Deadly West Nile
Virus Hits DC
BY LAUREN B. ANDERSON

City Editor

I

Two birds carrying the West Nile virus were found
in Northeast and Northwest Washington, DC. Now
heallh officials say the virus, which first appeared
in New York last year, is an epidemic that will eventually plague the entire country.
Ward Stone. New York's veteran wildlife pathologist, has watched the virus since it first appeared in
the US. Stone said within a few years, the virus will
be a national issue.
"Three years from now, I think it' ll be over most
all of the country," Stone said in a previous interview.
The virus has been found this year in eight types of
mosquitoes. Last year, the virus was only found in one.
West Nile is transmitted to humans through the bite
of an infected mosquito. Mosquitoes generally contract the virus from biting an infected bird.
First found in Uganda in the 1930s. West Nile
affects children and elders most seriously and can
cause death for 1hose with weak immune systems.
Cases of West Nile generally occur in the late summer or early fall, but can be contracted at any time
of the year.
According to the Center for Disease Control and

Pratt said. ··the overall emphasis should be on
improving public schools, not just sendiug the
students elsewhere."
The voucher program creators said giving
underprivileged families vouchers to pay for pri-,
vate school tuition may erase the gap between
inner city and suburban test scores. Ninety-four
percent of the students who participated in the
voucher program were black.
However. a more recent report said the scores did
not prove anything. The Mathematical Policy of
Research of Princeton, NJ, released a statement
saying the test scores could not be a proof of the
vouchers' benefits because the increase was limited to students in the sixth grade.
''This is just proof that vouchers are not always
the answer," Pratt said.

Priceline.com Discontinues
Grocery and Gas Sales.

Prevention. symptoms include fever. headache. and
body aches with swollen skin rashes. In more severe
cases. coma. tremors, convulsions. and paralysis can
be the effects.
,Robert McLean, director of the USGS wildl ife
health center, said that in the spri ng, when birds
migrate northward, they could spread the disease to
the Midwest. The birds· migration could then bring
lhe virus to what is called the Mississippi flyaway
and spread the virus to the rest of the country.
Leilah Reese, a sophomore television production
major from Long Island. New York, said the spreading of the disease is scary. Reese said New York
should have-done more to prevent the spreading of
the virus when it still had a chance of killing off the
virus and preventing the spread.
"They should ha~e sprayed and killed the mosquitoes when they were only in New York:· Reese said.
"Now I hey are abou1 10 be all 01 er the country. I' rn
from Nasau County and even though there was a
threat. they didn't spray there."
While tl1e virus has been found as far south as
Maryland and the District. no cases have bt:cn
reported in Virginia.
This year only one per,on, a man from New Jersey, died from the virus.

BY TINA .M ARlE MARTINEZ

Hilltop Staff \Vriter
Those who bought gas or groceries onliue will
no longer have the comfort of buying those items
at Priceline.com. The website. which offers items
from airline tickets to hotel rooms, has discontinued their sale of groceries and gasoline.
Groceries and gasoline were the only items
discontinued.
The website allowed customers to name their own
price for groceries and ga~. If the system accepted
the price, customers paid with credit cards and
picked up the groceries at a local grocery >1ore.
The WcbHouse Club announced it would be in
the best interest of the company to encl operations.
WebHouse and Priceline worked together on the
sale of groceries and gasoline.
Emilia Adams. a sophomore political science
major said she was upset to find the website no
longer offered the sale of grocerie,. Adams ,aid
grocery stores in low income, minority areas are
too expensive and local families need all the discount, they can get.
"'Since groceries could be picked up al Giant,

A.IDS Walk 2000 Continues the Fight

,,
11

BY N ICOLE COLEl\lAN

Hilltop Staff Writer
Hillari Younger, a sophomore fas)lion
major, stood on the National Mall Saturday in a red poncho. Younger wasn't wearing the poncho because she thought it
would rain, but because she was part of a
giant AIDS ribbon formed by hundreds of
people.
The human red ribbon created in front of
the Washington Monumelll, was the grand
finale to the 14th annual AIDS walk.
Those who formed the giant ribbon had
raised at least $ 1,000 for Washington DC's
Whitman-Walker Clinic and the cure for
AIDS.
AIDS Walk 2000 was somewhat different from other walks in the past. This year
there were 4 starting points including
Meridian Hill Park, Anacostia park, Stanton Park, and the Pentagon. Participants
marched 3-5 miles through their communities to converge on the Mall.
Pat Cheeks, a seventh year AIDS Walk
veteran and resident of DC, raised$ l ,000

for AIDS Walk. Checks said she was
happy with the new starting points of the
walk.
"This year's walk was organized really
well," Cheeks said. "But, the walk can
always improve."
According to the Whitman-Walker Clinic. the Distri~ has nine times the national average for new AIDS cases. Washington. DC. is number one in cases of HIV
infection and nearly 10,000 people in the
District li ve with AIDS. Whitman-Walker estimates 14,000 to 17,000 more District residents live with HIV and are not
even aware of it.
Younger said she walked on Saturday
because black women arc strongly affected by the disease.
"'It's important to walk because black
females ages 18-25 are some of those
most affected," Younger said. ''Being a
black woman, it's important for me to
help find a cure. And if it's money that's
needed, then I will help raise the money."
Alyson Palmer, lead vocalist for the rock
group Betty, who performed at the walk,

While the vouchers cover a portion of private
school costs, there is a $1700 difference. The
poorest fam ilies still could not afford to pay the
rest of the private school tuition.
Carmelita Turner, an Arlington, VA, special
education coordinator for nine years said she is
a firm believer in public education.
'The results are 1101 conclusive, if the poorest
families with the largest education problems
weren't tested," Turner said. "As a part of the
Arlington public school system for nine years, I
know students can learn in a public school setting."
The authors of the study conclu1!ed that the
results of their study are valid. Paul Peterson
of Harvard University, said that the difference
in the families who accepted vouchers were
unimportant in the results for final comparison.

said the group was glad to perform at the
event.
..AlDS walk is a great way for people to
get involved in a very easy, fun way, ..
Palmer said. "'People can gain a sense of
community while participating for a great
cause.'·
Carmen Shorter, Outreach HIV Testing
Coordinator for the Whitman-Walker Clinic .commends people who come out and
support AIDS Walk.
·'Lots of people acknowledge HIV,"
Shorter said. "But I commend those who
are willing to deal with it and help do
something about it."
The Whitman-Walker Clinic will be
sponsoring an HIV and AIDS awareness
night for Howard students at Meridian
Hill Hall within the next mo;lth. Students
will have the opportunity 10 test for the disease with a new method of oral swab testing which involves no blood or needles.
At the end of the walk, $900.000 had
been collected and officials were st iII
cou111ing. The grand total the event raised
had not been calculated by press time.

11

local people could utilize the service," Adams
said. "The groceries were reduced in price which
would allow low.:r income families to buy more."
But a local grocery store manager disagrees with
Adams. Tony Johnson, manager of Giant Grocery
Store on 14th and Meridian St, sairl the closing

"Since groceries could be
picked up at Giant. local people could utilize the service"
of the service won't affect the ,tore or low income
families at all.
"The closing of the grocery sernce on Priceline.com won't affecr our sales," Johnson said.
'"MoM people in this area do not e,en have access
to computers."
A 90-day wind-clown plan has been set up by
WebHouse. Refunds will be disu·ibutcd to customers 1ia credit c,mh no later than Oct 20. The
compan) ha., assured ,111 customers that the com~
pany has enough money to pro, ide compensation
to all.

Support
the
Million
Family
March
on Monday
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Howard Deli Makes Students Feel At Home
I

By OW BURRELi,
Hilllop Staff Writer
If you've never heard of "Ghcuo Sweet Te.1," then
you've never been to the Howard Delicatessen.
"I don·, start my day withom some Gheuo Sweet
'lea and chocolate chip cookies from Howard Deli."
said David Johnson. a senior business management
major.
\Vith rich hi,tory. The Deli. ha, been serving
Howard students tbr nearly 80 years. and carrie., on
a tradition of closeness throughom the community.
Current owners and brothers. Kenny Gilmore and
Daryl "Peppe" Diaz. said they take pride tliat three
generations of Gihnores grew 'up in the Howard

area.
Originally located on the corner of Georgia Avenue
and Fairmont St., Howard Deli ,v.L, established in
t923 and has remained in the family since the opening. TI1e Deli ll)Oved 10 its current location. 2612
Georgia Avenue. directly across the strctt from the
School of Busine,s in 1970.

Along the walls are po,ier., and autographed por•
traits of people ranging from General Colin Powell
to Jasmine Guy. TI,e opposite wall Ls filled with pho•
10s of Howard and Banneker High School sl\ldents
and fu:qucnt customer... The pho1ogmpl1s only extend
the "family" feel of the Deli.
There is no plexi-glru.s or barrier between customer., and workers, creming a traditional neighborhood feel.
Kenny Gilmore said the absence of a barrier exemplifies true closcne.,s and respect for the Howard community.
''The culture of the community has changed :,ince
we have been here," Gilmore said. "But we believe
as long as we respect our customers, they'll re,pcct
us. We live here. we were born :ind raised here. We
are apart of thi, community."
Howard Deli makes fresh sandwiches. cake:,, and
cookie., every day and customers can't ge1 enough as
tliey r.ive about the deli and everything it ha., to offer.
"When I am hungry. Howard Deli hill> the spot" said
senior b1Lsine.,s major. faclyn Smith. ''The food is

allv-Jys frc-,h and you never h,1,-e to wait all d1y 11 eat.1' Even with the rise of f111nchises in the Howard area,
Gilmore is optimistic.
"Competition is inevitable in a capitoli>tic society."
Gilmore said. "But franchises have to abide by certain rule:, and aren'1 as flexible as inclependemlyowned busine:,ses."
Many Howard :,luden1s will continue to shop at the
Deli because it h black ow11ed and some like it so
much. rhey have even suggested their dining dollars
be used at the deli.
"/\LI of 1he history of this establishmcm is impor•
tant." said sophomore history major. Michelle Papillion. "Businesses like this one should be given partner..hip opportunities with Howard Universi1y. TI1ey
could making dining dollars and meal plans 1ran.,ferable 10 local stores to promote communiry in"olvement."
"Howard Deli's home-cooked food is off the hook."
said senior business management major. Syreeta
Lewis. "It is DC's best reminder of home."
Howard Deli is open wcekd1ys from 7 .l.m. to4 p.m.

The Hilltop is
looking for
talented writers and editors.
Call 806-4748
Ihttp://hilltop.howard.edu !-\-._____________

DC Vote Wants Congressional Rights
By SAMANTHA Rtl'l'lcY
Hilltop Staff Writer
Washingtonians gained the right to vote with the
passage of the 23rd Amendment in 1he early I960s.
This historic occasion enabled District residents 10
participate in the 1964 presidential election.
Before the passage <lf the 23rd amendment , residents voted only for party officials and delegates to
the Democratic and Republican con,-entions.
)3111 the District still does nm have a congressional
tepresenlative and they arc still not a state.
pne local organization wants more rights for District

residents and they are doing something about it.
Amy Slemmer. the executive director at DC Vote.
said one of the organia1ion's main gonls is m get
congressional rights. Slemmer said she is happy
about the anent ion the iss~e is receiving.
"We are excited 10 find 1ha1 this issue is resonating
such excitement. e,pec,ally in students." Slemmer
said. Slemmer is optimistic about students' commitment to the program. She is looking for volun•
tecrs to do local canvassing. 1)4:lition work. phone
banks. research. press monitoring. and admini,tr.i
tive work. A11yo11e inreres!ed m11 call 872-8683 or
look 011 the i111eme1 t1111w11:DCVOTE.org. .

I

Northern Trust 1s all abOut ctass from our commitment to our clients to the depth and bre.:adth of our career
de1Jelopm0nt trJcks for our newes1 employees Find out how we can maxIm,zo your full career Potential wtler'I
you bOCQmc a member ot one or our development programs 1n

MAKE HOWARD'S
VOICE HEARD!!
REMEMBER TO
REGISTER AND
VOTE!!

Corporate & Institutional Services
Summer Interns

What's coming up?
PRE-NIGHT SESSION
Tuesday, O ctober 17th, 5:00-6:00
School of Business • Faculty Lounge
ror more mTormat,ori abOul Northern Trus~ a dour e..,reer opportunt118$ and evo'ltS \/IS · our web site at

www.northerntrust.com/oncampus
Northern Trust Olfers compet1t1vc salaries. ,n-depth training. ;.;<Jnd excepttonal benehts
in a professionally encouraging work env1ronmon1
Northern Trust
Attn: VG/College Rotations
50 s. LaSalle St.. M-5
Chicago, l l 60675 • Fax: 312-557-2734

E-mail: lg18@nlrs.com
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Nor1hern Trust is an Equal Oppo rfunlty Employor commitrod 10 n dlv•r•• worf!'p/ac~~ : " ·

Then again,
neither is college .
•r
Congratulations. Al I the cramming, insomnia and junk food breakfasts have paid off. You're in college
now - and soon, you'll be facing questions about your life . Like what to do with the rest of it.
One thing is for sure, if you're a student of color, with an IN ROADS internship you could have a serious job
every summer while you're still an school - making contacts and gaining experience in your chosen field of
study. Hey, it won't be easy, but then again if you wanted it easy, you wouldn't be reading this right now.

web

site_www.inroadsinc.org
•

You got this far. Now go farther.
•

J~
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION,
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVIITES AND
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM
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''AT THE MOVIES''

,,

'
I

STARTING TIME: 7:30 P.M.
FREE SNACKS

,,
·11

JIJ

TICKETS: $2.00
CRAMTON BOX OFFICE
'

., .

'
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SEPTEMBER 13r 11

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 2 ·

STARRING: TOM C'RUISE, VING RHAMES
SEPTEMBER 27 111

'

GLADIATOR

STARRING: RUSSELL CROWE, DIJMON HOUNSOU

,

r

,.bG y C.
'1'~l I

OCTOBER

SHANGHAI NOON

4fll

OCTOBER 11 1·11

"

SHAFT

STARRING: SAi'vfUEL L. JACKSON, V.4NESSA WILLIAMS
Ai'v'D BL/STA RHYMES
'

NOVEMBER I

I

,,

STARRING: J,4C'KIE CHAN, OWEN WILSON

,
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SCARY NJOVIE

'

-
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STARRING: lvf.ARLON W.4YAN, Sli4WN WAYANS AlvD
REGIN.4 HALL
•

s·r,,

NOVEMBER

NUTTY PROFESSOR II: THE KL UMPS

STARRING: EDDIE MURPHY, JANET Ji\CKSON
,

NOVElvlBER 15 111

THE HOLLOW MAN

STARRING: KEvl,V BACON, ELISABETH SHUE
DECEMBER 4r,,

THE ART OF WAR
STARRING: JJ,'EfiLEl' SNIPJ!.S

•
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DECEMBER 5
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iLab, Library Set to
Open 24 Hours
academic year," Moore said.
Undergraduate Trustee Charles
From iLab, A 1
"Our intention is to be as respon- Coleman said he feels confident that
sive as we could to the needs of the the schedule will be extended for
students," said Dr. Charles Moore, both the iLab and the Undergraduate
director of user support services and Library beyond the two-month pilot
iLab. "We hope it (the extended period.
"If students utilize the library like
hours) will meet the requirements,
that the st>!dents have set. And we they have in the past years, the task
look to providing them with better force will discover what the students
have known all along, and that is that
service."
Moore said the iLab will open on the library is a valuable and well-utiSunday at 1:30 p.m. and remain open lized resource at all hours of the
until Friday at 7 p.n1. Next Saturday night," Coleman said.
the lab will open ftom 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
That schedule will be followed until
the end of the semester.
"We are hoping we can maintain
this type of schedule after late registration for spring. I want to make this
the normal schedule throughout the
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technologies, you
no longer need LEVEL
6Security Clearance to
get on the Internet.
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The world now takes the booming,'wide-open commercial Internet as the natural model for a global information infrastructure - but this was not always so. Because of Telcordia
Technologies' initiation and development of landmark policies in the early 1990's, the Internet went from a US government network tightly restricted in access to its current incarnation

I

of being built, owned and operated by the private sector. It is this freedom to think innovatively that makes Telcordia Technologies the force behind the ever-increasing advancement of
I

communications And now you can advance just as quickly in one of the following areas: ·
COMPUTER SCIENCE

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATIONS

Like our. technologies, our benefits package exceeds industry standards. For more details please visit our website at www.telcordia.com. Forward your. resume to
jobs@telcordia.com (please note that only ASCII documents with no attachments will be accepted) or Telcordia Technologies, Recruiting
& Stafling,6 Corporate Place, Piscataway, NJ 08854. Only applicants who are being considered will be contacted. No phone calls or agencies, please.

.
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Telcordia Technologies' representative will
be on campus SOON! Contact your career
placement office for all the details.

Telcord1a™
Technologies
Perfonnance from Experience
•

www.telcordia.com

•

An SAIC Compary

We are equal opportunity employer.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
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• Work at a Local Community Development Corporation
(15 hours/week---spring 2001; 40 hours/,veek---summer.1
2001)
• Gain Hands-on Experience in Community De, elopment1
• Receive a $5600 Stipend
• Open to all Howard University freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors interested in joining the Community
Development minor
• Earn 3 Credit Hours

LIVE YOUR CAREER TO THE FULLEST
At Booz•Allen & Hamilton. we believe individual effort
lead, ,o team success. That's why we encourage even

our newest employe~s to contribute their ideas and
perspec~ves right from the start. This is how we are
better able 10 give our customers the compeutove
advantage. And this Is how we are mal<Jng a doft'erence
through advancements in information technology.

FOR AN APPLICATION AND ADDIT!Ol\AL INFORMATION, CONT.4CT:
Dr. Janet Griffin-Graves
Howard University
Center for Urban Progress
2006 Georgia Avenue,;\!\\'
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 806-9564

e-bus,ness. defense & mtell1~e. telecommunocaoons and

more. Start swong,ng for the fences Send your resume 10:
University Relations Program, 8283 Greensboro Drive,
Mc Lean, VA 22102; e-mail: universoty_relations@bah.com.
Equal opportunity em~r. V1s1t us ac www bah.com
On-Campus Interviews: Friday, October 20
Visit your Career Center for more details.

APPLICATION DEADLI1VE OCTOBER 23,

BOOZ·ALLEN & HAMILTON

.

d e s t i.....................................................
n a ti o n:
....................................................... .................................................

van g u ·a r

Careers@
The

Vanguard.
difference 1s
•

you.

At The Vanguard Group, the world's largest pure no-load murual fund company, we're committed to staying at the forefront
of our industry. We invest considerable resources to ensure our people have the skills they need to keep us there. As a crew
member, your training doesn't stop after our comprehensive orientation program; it's an integral part of your job.
We take the time to get to know you and your goals-and ensure you have a well-defined career path. Depending where it is
you want to go professionally, you can expect to gain exposure to leading technologies, top-flight management development
programs, internal/external continuing education seminars, and much more.
\1/e are currently seeking grads intent upon building a rewarding fururc, and actively recruiting srudents from all majors for
positions in the following areas:

• Client Relations Representatives
• Accounting/Finance
• Information Technology
• Recordkeeping Services
From your first day on the job, you'll enjoy a competitive salary and exceptional benefics such as: career development and
training, 401(k) and investment plan, tuition reimbursement, fitness center, sports leagues, entertainment discounts, and
mucl1more.

Vanguard recruiters will be at Howard University on the following days:
Financial Interviews
Monday, Oct. 30th

IT Information Session
Monday, Oct. 30th

IT Interviews
Tuesday, Oct. 31st

Sign up for on-campus interviews before October 29th!
The Vanguard Group values diversity. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer. Drug· free/smoke·free environment.
Drug-screening employer.

www.vanguard.com
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Why We Must March

u
ll

1
l

t was very necessary five
years ago when Minister
Louis Farrakhan called one
million black men to the mall on
Washington. It was also necessary when more than one mil1ioh woinen gathered on the
Betijamin Franklin Parkway in
Phyadelphia in 1997.
Those meetings were called
because the black coinmunity
was calling out and still is for
black men and wo1nen to be
better parents and prominent
fig_ures in their neighborhoods.
Now the tiine has come for the
family to 1neet and recomn1it as
well.
The family has always been
and shall remain the strongest
agent for socialization. A strong
family builds high self-esteem
and shapes the way children
·nteract with people on thl outside world. Those children grow
up to be 1nen and women who

have families.
Howard University has traditionally played a key role in
shaping and building families.
Men and women have left this
University and started their own
families, just as students will
always do.
We support the Million Family March and urge students, faculty and administratio n to
attend. If we march down to the
Mall on foot, go by bus or some
other form of transportation, we
must be there.
If there was ever a more pressing time to become more of a
family this is it. There are issues
of black on black crime, STD's,
teenage pregnancy and education
of black people. The family unit
needs healing. Howard is a family of some 10,000 students. We
need to be heard and be seen at the
1narch, leading the charge to preserve the fan1ily unit.

Access Granted... For Now
ow mt1ny University
officials d~es it take to
come up with one comn1on sense idea? If you ask
President H. Patrick Swygert,
he' 11 probably tell you 11.
That's how many faculty members
and University
administraun
•
to..-s were appointed to the spe4X~l technology task force which
decided earlier this week to
open the iLab and Undergraduate Library 24 hours. Howard
Qt}iversity Student Association
Pl'esident
Sellano Si1nmons
l, lr,
reunded out the task force as the
Q:&ly student voice present.
P'btmed after the Town Hall
meeting last month, the task
f0rce met and recommended
that the iLab and Undergraduate
Lii;,rary be opened on a 24-hour
basis until December.
Mind you, we do not make
light of the progress the task
force made. The group undoubtqdly waded through a sea of
internal University politics to
con1e to this conclusion. But we
Wdnt to know just why it took a
specially appointed task force to
n1,\ke such a simple decision? It

H

would seem to us that a pack of
first year students living in the
Quad could have made the same
rudimentary deductions as this
"task force."
Another concern that loon1s
large is that of the "pilot program" status of the new 24-hour
schedule. It seems that University officials are not so convinced that students need 24hour access to these facilities. To
us this seems more like a s1nall
bone thrown to the students to
appease us temporarily. The
University's failu re to grant
unequivocal 24-hour access to
these facilities shall not be forgotten.
We do thank you President
Swygert for making good on
your word to broaden the access
to these facilities "sooner rather
than later." Now, we would
appreciate it even more if you
would boldly lead us to the day
when access to our campus
facilities didn't hinge on the
arbitrary whims of some distant "task force."
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Letters to the Editor

'Really liked the newspaper'
M~ daug hter i, a college senior
and this Saturday I lOok her to the
LSnt exam at Howard University. I
waited for her in the srndent lounge
and read your new,paper. The Hillrop. I saw at rhe end of the paper
you invited reader, 10 write to you
and tell you what we think about rhe
paper and ih comem,. I really liked
the newspaper. It is a ,cry good
ncw,paper-vcry informati\"c. ,er}
well•wrirrc-n :irlick,. I rikc how )OU

A Private Retreat ... All of the ani

write abom everything. even that
which is not so pleas:u\l ,uch a,
"Tyler Files Law,uil Again,1 Univer,iry:· Articles like rhi, help u, to
know what goe, on behind the
scenes and sometimes we ntcd to
know. I have read other school
newspapers and yours is definitely
on an upscale Je\'el. I e,peci:ill)
liked the article, "Emai l Forward of
the \\'eek", ·Tm Snrr~. Bm \.1y
Hair" /\app) .. and "Dorm R,H>m,.

cles are good. but these I especial •
ly enjoyed. I wrote briefly for m)
neighborhood new,leuer. for a cou
pie of yeal">. and I :ilso write poetr} and brief writing, sometimes. I
Jllsl wanted you to know how mucl
I CnJoyed readrng your newspaper
Keep up rhe good work!'!

S\'l,,a Turuer

Matters of Style
Thi, is for everyone who read
Wall y E. Cambridge·, poem
"faprcsso" in "The Poetry Corner·
in rite October 6t h ediri.m of The
Hillwp. I would like 10 formally
apologitc 10 the reader, for \fr.
Cambridge's mistake. Whal misrake you say'' Well Mr. Cambridge
took il upon him,elf to "borrow" a
few lines from my poem. "The Real
Thing:· and in,erted them into hb
poem. "EspreS\o." Now. I know
what you're thinking. - "Olu. Why
did you give him permission lO use
your work'?"' The answer is. " I
didn' t."' He look it upon himself to
use ii '"hi, own. If you have a copy
oflhar edition handy. plense reforto
lines/fl 2. 14 & 15. 20& 21. and3.J
& 35. rhen you would sec line,

Please Write Us

W

e encourage our read•

ers lo write lellcn; 10
the Editor. Tull us whm
you think about the paper ,utd it>
contents.
We strive 10 produce a quality
weekly with news pages 1ha1 are
devoid of slam or personal bias.
Please address all leners or com•
menls lo The Hilltop. 225 1 Sherman
Ave .. NW. Washington. DC. 20001.
You can also e-mail us m thehill1op@ho1mail.com
Tire Hilltop. Be Heard.

, trungly ~uggr,t that c,cr}one wht
,, an ar1i,1 lo be protective of you!
wor~ and watch out.

with mirror-like ,imilaril} lo my
own. It i, \aid that '·imi tallo n l,
rhe grea1e,1 form of tlauery:· ,o I
will leave il up l0 )'OU lO decide
whether I am llallen:,d or nol. I Ju,1

--

Olu Burrel
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CORRECTIONS
1nc H1lho1, h d-.-dkatcd to act'Ut:IJI..'\ in
ih n.11or11ni and cd1t111g. C'ornx.1Klll, ._tx,t1kl
be tt'flOr1cd IOlhccthtor at (202) 80tH7•Ut
Com"("lioo,. "ill run on 1hc Ed1toii:l.l,
P.1$:C c...-h Y.CCk •• , ti)..")' .ve identified

NM-\' in 1b 76th ye.u: 1llC I t1lltop 1, "riucn .ind i:-oouct.-d cw•)' Friu.1} b)' th.: ..iudcnhof l-lQY.-.U'd
L1ni,ro1t>, Wuh J l\.~N,ipor nlM!' d\.'111 J0.000 ,n,cknt, Jnd c.·omrnuoit) n~mber-.. lhe U1II•
lop ,, the l,u-p:1.--..t hl.i.:l c.-ollcgi,11c ncw,p;,lpcr m 1hc n,t1l0n
~ or>m)l.)!1, C"-J"IT,x"tl on t~ Editorial P.!,t!C arc the \ ,._.\\',of the.· 1h: H1lhl'fl f...d11orial Bo.ltd
and do not l.ltr\."X·tl) rctl1.-c1 thcc,pinH.,n ol HO\\JrJ l 'nm:·1'11). 11, Adm1m,1r:.,ti(1n. indt\'iJu.;d Hill•
101> f\>li..:-}' Board mcml'l('r,, or th..- ._.ulknt NXI). 11,c up:n100-. <'\pn•,-.cd on the l\.~pt'\.'11\-C-. l>Jft
.in: tho-,c of the \\ntCr-. _.nJ c.lo nc,1 rerrt-..em the ,ie,-. o l 1h..- bl1mrial B,\tl\l.
~ l l1ll1op cn..:ourJf~·, )(lll to '11an.· )OUr opfm1.,m, un .11111:h:, publi,hl'll tn Che Ill.'\\. 'J\tfltr. 1llC."
H1lhnp bhtonal Boon.I re"-'"'~' tho: right 10 edit kn~" '-ir ,p..11.~ .anJ ~r.,mow1,,;;.1l emir-. •\II
km:t,. "hould lx• l)j'X"d. ,tflk'd ,md indudc;, ~,lmpl..-1..- ,1,t.J1\!" and 1..-kphon~ numhcf. P"-·a-.c

-.end kttcr. 10: 22.SI !>hcrman \\C. NW. \\'a,h1llflf10. 0( ~OOll Qoc-.tu,n,, c,,mm1.-n1, and
kttel" ~Ml .11-.c.t t'lc.• 'lt"lll \ 1., e-mail to: theh1lltop~ ho1m.11I 00111
TilC ck.1Jlinc to ,ubm1t ach 101hc ('ap.'t h 1he Ft ,Jay l'll\.'-\.'dlll): J'lt.lhlka1100 TI1.: ;_1d,en1,in,r
ckpJnmen1 l·J11 be 1\";.K.'hl'tl at (~02) X(l6.6:-t67. lb.- ..-J11orl·,1n ~ n·.k.:"h1.•J ,111 ~0~) SO(-...J74S.
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PERSPECTIVES
Imagining
Millions

Point of View

by Jovan Weatherly

CHRISTOPHER W INFIELD
Imagine raising your head and
looking out on a sea of red-boned.
high-yellow, blue-black. chocolate-brown faces just like yours.
Imagine all hardened masks ha,e
dropped. sharpened expressions
have softened, and people smile
like babies when they see the joy
for life renected in each other's
dark eyes.
Imagine poli-tricks and dogmatics have nothing to do with it.
Imagine you're not in the Nation.
but you really are in The Nation.
Imagine there are no leaders. and
the people are both the stars and
the audience for the show.
Imagine you wake up Monday
morning and have mysteriously
lost tl1e abil ity to understand or
read human words. You j ust don't
get all these complex intellectual
rationales and arguments for or
against going to hang out with a
bunch of fami ly members. All
you can do. all you have to do all
day is walk up to people. grin.
shake hands, give hugs. radiate
positive vibes through your skin.
and soak them right back in.
Imagine that the words "bitch"
and ·'nigga" will be forgotten. and
people will greet each other as the
sisters. mothers. fa thers, and
cousins that they are.
Imagine your little six-year-old
niece Kishawndra is there, shifting her weight from one leg 10 the
other, wrapping the soft, sticky
fingers of one hand around your
thumb, and sticking the thumb of
her other hand into her mouth.
Imagine your Uncle Walter is
there with his arms wrapped
around Aunt Beatrice, occasionally tilting his baseball cap up so
he can lean over and plant a polite
old-folks' kiss on her cheek.
Imagine Miss Dimples and
Smooth-Skin from US History
Si nce 1877 is there. You catch
her eye, and her smi le beckons
you over. You talk for a second.
She sti ll doesn't give you her
phone number. but at least uow
you know you got :, common
experience, and she know, you for
something more than your
Rugged Wear and your continually sitting in the back of the class.
Imagine you'll have at least 364

other days this year to crunch
numbers at the office, play basketball, get your "hurr' dunn," or
wedge you r nose between the
pages of your Data Structures
book. Imagine there are some
things you cannot learn in a classroom, some things you cannot
earn in a job. but that there is a
place where spir it burns hot
enough to warm the coldest October chill.
Imagine you grew up in a country where most of the people don't
look like you, and many don't
even like to look at you. Imagine
the only other place you can stand
in the middle of a million people
who look like you, talk like you,
move like you, feel like you.
remember li ke you is beh ind
barbed wire a nd bars. ins ide
McGreasy's. or in line to register
for classes.
Imagine that you are so inspired,
so high, so awed, so amazed to see
so many nappy, scrappy. thick•
lipped, ample-h ipped. corn-fed,
locked-dred. limp-wristed. raisedfisted, maybe materialistic, perhaps chauvinistic. but also God
and Afrocen tric, ball-play in',
sashayin'. money-makin' . bootyshakin'. sleeping-giants-nowawaldn'. Nyabinghi, gospel singy. Democrat. Repub lican.
never-be-a-thug-again, familyhuggin' . CULTURE• LOVIN'
people in one spot, that warm
tears roll helplessly down your
wind-washed cheeks.
Imagine after you leave this
place, that you are powerful
beyond words, that you can do
anything. ANY-THAAANG .. .
because you ain't you, you is y'all.
as in "you ALL." And there ain't
NOTHIN' y'all can't do, because
you know. you KNOW at Jea,t a
million people got your back.
Now. imagine you're making it
to the Million Fami ly March on
Monday morning. And make it
real.
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ChriJ l\'infitltl i, a xnulttatiug srnior
,najcring ;,, 11ri111 joumalis.m. lie cme,ule,I
1he Million Mcm Marci, in 1995 wul is 11

member of UBJQUrrY. Inc.

·Phoning Ponsie

Dear President Swygert
TENE HARRIS

M ICHAEL W INFIELD
Her fault has been foul, foul as the stench of sizzling
bacon. My aunt. 1he aunt we avoid like the ugly shun
mirrors. the autll who. if blood were currency. would
hone her mos1 wicked steak knife. has done Grandma
Ponsic wrong.

Ponsic is my 111:uernal grandmother. 1hc benevolent
ma1riarch who. with infectious spirit~ and genera]
goodwill. tends to her descendants like a garden. My
aunt. her daughter. recently phoned Ponsie and ordered
her 10 purchase her apartment: she is soon to perish.
after all. To clarify: Ponsie is not due 10 perish. If anything. she will outlive me. And I' m not going anywhere.
So the charge that my geriatric grandmother is somehow selfish for not purchasing her apanment and giving it away for free 10 my miscegcnist aunl is foolish,
if not absurd. My aunt is merely greedy.
The schism that separates my mother and grandmo1her from my amn has always disturbed me. I have
always felt helpless. like I do in all familial fights, I drift
like an origami yacht in a ,ink. Families are supposed
to be unified. 001 fractured. and the jarring juxtaposition of reality and my idiotic idealization paralyzed me.
I had been told the tale by my mother and my grandmother of great-grandmother Pearl (who died wi1h no
legs, due 10 diabetes. and a seashelI in one ear, due 10
stubborn frug:1li1y) and 1he strawberry patch. When
they were doe-eyed and mumble-mouthed prepubescents, my mother and aunt summered with Pearl. Back
then, Pearl was just as stubborn and s1ric1 as ,he was
the day she died. While later relatives supposecf the
stentorian severity to be cheerful affectation. the sepia
daguerreotype of Pearl and her unsmiling hu,band
taken at the turn of the century shows a wife determined
as an ox.

Back 1hen. my mo1her and aunt plucked strawberries
under the leaf-starching sun. When my aunt spoke
smack to Pearl. the pink palm of my grc:11-grandmother smote the side of my aunt's black frown. She crumpled to her arse, bewildered in a bed of ruffied sltir1 and

brown dirt. An invisible locket jangles from my aunt ·s
neck, bearing that emotional photograph. to this day.
Since then. I posit. my aunt has been crazy. She has
played the family poli1ical game: I suppose it is from
her father. my grandfather. who was a Philadelphia
politician. He died of cancer. My aunt did not do her
share of preparation for the funeral. but was loud .It the
funeral.
When my uncle, her brother. swallowed a hollowpoint in pursuit of a purse-snatcher. she neglected to
provide for 1he funeral. :md tried 10 take his property.
which like a du1ifu! son. he left in the name of his moth•
er. my grandmother Ponsie. When my mo1her
announced that her chemotherapy was complete, my
aum served us with lawsuits. Her children, my cousins.
appeared on television, claiming cankers and rashes
from bacteria that festered in 1heir apartmem. a byprod·
uct of my mo1her's alleged incompetence while she
served on the community advisory board. Nevermind
they are pack rats, and once had flea infestation.
What irritates me is not that I have malicious, money
grubbing relatives. But my grandmother Ponsie, who
might have drowned in all this elaborate exposition. is
a genuine and good woman. I spoke with her over the
phone recently. I sensed distance. reticence, vacant vac•
illation-and 1knew ii was on account of my absence.
I should have phoned her long ago.
She was not wary from hate (I am paranoid). but wary
from love. My sis1erwould later tell me that Ponsie was
so elated she almost had a heart :1ttack. I phoned Pon•
sie: I have a nasty habit of neglecting good women; the
habit mu,t be broken. I phoned Ponsie to make up for
what was lost ever since I came to college. But 1 also
received money in 1he mail afterward. When I sli1open
the letter and saw the po;tal 1J10ney order. J was gracious. Grati lude gave way to nausea. Paymen1 for services rendered? I hope that my grandn\other does nol
believe, because of my malicious aunt, her relationships
wilh all her rel:uivcs, inher old age, has come down to

of classes 1his P'"' Monday for Columbu< Day'" you
have in the past. which further add, to my disgu,1.
I am nol saying that classe, ,hould not have been suspended that day hut I :im disappointed 1h111 you would
,upport a day that celebrates a man who ,et in mmion
1he slaughter. enslavement. rape .md devastation of1he
black family. For you not 10 ,upport a day in which
these wrongs arc auempted to be healed i, baffling.
This lack of support is not consi,tcnt w11h 1he University Seal. which "reflects a new consciousness that
Howard he the national university for 1he race (Student Handbook and Planner. , )." Nor is your lack
of suppon consistent with 1he Mission Sta1emen1 of
Howa.-d Univer,ity. which states that Howard is commined 10 the development of "compassionate gradua1e, and the quest for solution, to human and social
problems in the United States and 1hroughoU1 the
world (Stu dent Handbook and Planner, ,,).''
Throughout my tenure here at Howard I have always
supported Howard and stood up for it when my friends
and other student, would complain about the long registration lines. the rude personnel and the lack of supplies and equipment tha1 we as students have had IO
face. but I cannot support Howard nor stand up for it
now. I am currently a graduat ing senior and for 1he fiN
time I can tru ly say that I am ashamed of Howard University.

Mr. Sw)'!,!ert.
To say the leas, I am dismayed. disheartened and
totally disgusted by the lack of concern and interest
that you have exhibited in rc,pect 10 1hc Million Family March. No I am no1 a Muslim. no I am nm a member of the Nation of Islam and no I am nm a benevolent follower of Louis Farrakhan. I am what you might
consider to be the trad itionnl black Bap1i,t from
At~ens. Ga. I am also a pen.on who is genuinely interested in uplif1ing my ruce in any way possible and
through the most efficient mediums.
The Million Family March i, one of those medium,
of which I speak. lls goals to strengthen the black family and in many cases rebui ld it and also to politically and economically mobilize the black fami ly arc
extremely vi tal to the surviva l of the black race in
America. But you probably arc already aware of this.
so then my quest ion is why would you not supporl 1his
cause. Not on ly did you no1 suspend classes for a day
or even half a day bm also you or someone in your
adm inistration had the audacity to send a memo·
rem inding professors that classes were not suspended. l was also personally mformed that people in your
administration conveyed the idea to the executive
HUSA office that there should not be an attempt to
organize a contingent of Howard students for the
march. Yes I am aware that the Howard chapter of the
National Council of Negro Women is leading a contingent bu1 this organitation does not represem 1he
entire body of Howard University s1uden1,. as docs
HUSA. I am sure you supported the recent suspension

1ime flt1rris is" gnl(/,u,ri,~ M11ior11"Jjori1(~ inAfro-Ameriron Stud•
ies. Sile i, the 2000-2001 Rem,/ Scltn/ar. She au, b.- rrochedm talwrri.s@hm,-ard.edu

Articles appearing on the Perspectives pages are the sole
views of the \\'riters. To submit Perspectives e-mail
thehilltop@hotmail.com.
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Lady Spikers Sl~m Hampton
By LORINDA BULLOCK
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Photo by Mark Coleman
Rllbiil<Webber goes low to bump a ball in Howard's game
againstiHampton.
. ·NsrlHa

'

Sparked by an unusually larger crowd than
on normal occasions, the Howard University
women's volleyball team (6-12 overall, 5-1
MEAC) reminded the Lady Pirates of Hampton (8-10, 3-2) who the "Real ,HU" truly is.
The team defeated Hampton University in
three games 15-12, 15-6 and 15-9, while
snatching back Howard's bragging rights.
The win improves Howard's conference
record to 5-1, including a victory over
Delaware State earlier in the week.
Howard had a strong start in the first game,
but a surge by Hampton enabled the Lady
Pirates to narrow the gap from 13-7 to a 1312 Howard advantage. Howard quickly
answered to finish off the set with the last two
points.
Having gained momentum and confidence
in the first game, Hampton attempted to dominate the second by jumping out to an early 52 lead, The Howard defense recovered nicely,
led by the play of Diahaun Doyen, Howard
overcame the early deficit, holding Hampton
to just one more point in a 15-6 victory. Doyen
led all defenders with six digs on the night.

1n the third game, Mampton was able to hold
Howard scoreless early on. However, thanks
to tenacious defense from players like Jes,
samyne Rice as well as Doyen the Lady Bison
1
~ardly let anything else past them, sparking
Howard's attack. Jerri Hayes and Denise Corbett Jed the Howard offensive surge, bringing
the crowd of 100 plus fans to their feet. Hayes
revived the team with a picture perfect quick
set from setter Jessamyne Rice, Rice is ranked
seventh in 1:1,e MEAC in set assists. Hayes also
finished the~ame with a block.
Besides help\ng to get the victory, Hayes had
other motivatio~for playing well.
"I feel good about my performance because
I proved what I wanted to prove," said Hayes.
"I also played (Hampton's Kellee Helton) in
high school."
Spencer credits the team recent success to .
a more relaxed coaching sty e,
' a coach, you can't get them emotional"As
ly unraveled," said Spencer. "When they are
more relaxed, they play better."
Though the team has gained more'('onfidence, Spencer assures that they will not
become complacent. Spencer would like to
use the next series of games to prepare for the
upcoming MEAC round robin tournament.

-

Bison Look to Spoil Towson ,Homecoming Party
By TYRONE McCANDIES
1-Wltop Staff Writer
What does a tean1 need to get fired up, an embarr~,;,i\w /oss to rival Florida A&M? How about the fact
~~~J:o_,o/son scored 35 unanswered points to knock off
\fuJ;spn 49-33 last year in Greene Stadium? Let me
!!i/i'~X\lP one, the fact that Howard is the invited guest
\O,Tll)'YS.On State's Homecoming Saturday at one o'clock
, inMinnegan Stadium. Howard's last win in this series
••
.came in 1993. Towson cunently leads the series 5-2.
· The Tigers are reeling from a three game losing
streak, including a 42-21 loss to nationally ranked
Lehigh last Saturday. Howard used the bye week to lick
their wounds suffered during a 43-0 shellacking at the
hands of Florida A&M.
Defensive lineman Oby Arah (24 tackles and 6
,~~yks) took a helmet in the knee during the FAMU
i~~- His status will be decided at game time.
•.v f;;9\19/1 Steve Wilson (74-57 in twelve years) knows all
hnul 1,key injuries. Howard lost six starters within the
lll1J1
I lbree games in 1992 en route to a lower division
f lf:!!..:~_) UJ
.,w,';''1 in the MEAC. Wilson was glad to see the bye week
" 'The week off gives us a chance to assess what (the
team is) doing. The FAMU game was a chance to see
what the young kids can do,"

Ji

BobbyTownsend(44of97, 816yards, 6TDs,4 interceptions) will once again start at quarterback for the
Bison, but look for all four Bison quarterbacks to play.
lllis includes sophomore Donald Clark, tnmsfer Travis
Coleman (who showed tremendous poise in the FAMU
game), and senior Roy Anderson. With Kevin Simmonds gone for the season and no Jevonte Philpot, look
for Howard to play a lot of young receivers. Running
back Jermaine Hutchinson will carry the load as the
Bison will attempt to establish the run. Also be on the
lookout for game breakers Tauric Rice and freshman
sensation Jay Colbert. Colbert leads the Bison in kick
returns (24.2 ypg) and all-purpose yardage (97.4 ypg).
Defensively, the Bison will look to sophomore linebacker Tracy White (56 tackles and 2 sacks) to wreak
havoc on the Towson defense. Joining him will be fellow linebacker, freshman Mike Sanders (33 tackles)
and junior defensive tackle Damien Walker (40 tackles and 3 sacks). Bringing the heat from the secllndary
will be junior safety Brian McDonald (39 tackles) and
sophomore safety Vontrae Long (30 tackles). 1n place
of Walker, Coach Wilson will look to senior place kicker Charles Card to handle punting duties .
The Tigers of Towson State, led by Coach Gordy
Combs( 51-37 in nine seasons), are trying to avoid losing three straight home games since 1990. Their

offense, which can be very explosive, will be led by
sophomore quarterback Kris Blake (67 of 145 for 802
yards, 9 IDs, 8 interceptions). He spreads the ball evenly, but his main targets are senior Adam Overby (3
touchdowns and 348 yards receiving) and junior Jamal
White, who has All-American potential and is waiting to have a break out game. Towson's main weapon
on offense will be junior running back Noah Read. lllis
running machine has gobbled up 852 yards in six
games,reaching the end zone 10 times (8 rushing and
2 receiving). Read leads the Tigers in rushing, total
offense (142 yards per game), scoring (10 ppg), and
all-purpose yards ( 168.3 ypg).
On the defensive side, the Tigers begin and end with
senior defensive end Andy Hollingsworth.
Hollingsworth has 15 sacks to go along with his 37
tackles. The Tigers also have linebackers Tyrone Bell
(47 tackles, 7 for losses) and Sean Hendricks (48 tackles and vne interception). Patrolling the secondary will
be junior defensive back Darnell Evans (25 tackles, 4
interceptions, and 9 pass breakups).
The key to this weekend's game will be who can stay
away from turnovers, Both teams are at a minus eight
in turnover margin this season. Towson State has lost
12 fumbles already. A turnover prone half can lead to
the same 35 point half the Tigers enjoyed last year.

ByJoDIREID
Hilltop Staff Writer

· Miriam Lynch, a member of the Howard women's swimming tea.in, is on a
record setting pace fur the fall season, Along witll her role on the team, Lynch
plans to do well in the business world's waters as well Among her many career
Mpirat:ions, Lynch would like to go to law school and practice business law ,
on an international level.
''I would like to work overseas, or in the States, bn_t with foreign companies,"
she said.
When the wphomore international business major and German language
minor is not 1'pending time on academics she will most likely be found in the
pool at Burr Gymnasium.
''When I have breaks between my swimming schedule I somehow end up in
the pool anyhow," said Lynch.
As a fttst semester freshman, Lynch impressively br◊ke Howard wooien's
swirnnling records in the 200 meter freestyle, 200 meter butterfly. 200 meter
breaststroke, and 200 meter individual medley. In the same season, Lyn.ch
placed second in the 200 meter breaststroke in the Southern State Conference
and third in the Northeastern Conference. She also was named All.Conference in the Southern states and Co-MVP of the swim team.
Lynch, who once resided in Saudi Arabia as a cbild, began swimming at the
age of four. During her high school career Lynch continued to swim, and by her
sophomore year qualified for the Junior_ Nationals in the 100 meter breaststroke.
"In Saudi Arabia everyone went to the pooi" said Lynch. "In order to be
with your friends you had to be able to swim.''
Swimming bas become second nature for Lynch. "Since I was born I have
loved the water," she says. "I also like the competition in swimming, just the
whole aura of it.
Even amidst the fast-paced world of a Howard athlete, Lynch still finds herself doing what she loves the most.
Lynch continues to excel and has made many contributions to Howard's swim. ming program. She currently competes in the 100 meter and 200 meter breaststroke, and the 200 meter individual medley. Despite her current role, Lynch
has proven to be very versatile and flexible, swimming whatever the coaches
ask her to,
In preparation for competition, Lynch has one simple ritual.
"I listen to 'California Love' hy 2Pac and (Dr.) Dre before I swim," says Lynch,
adding, "I have always done well or made it to Nationals after listening to that
song.'~
Lynch's aspirations fur this season include improving her times breaking even
more records. Lynch would also like to place higb in the conference championships this season. Her long-term goals incliide making it to the Senior Nationals and winning the conference championship. She would also like to fullow
in teammate Ngozi Monu's footsteps and qualify for the Olympic Garnes in
four years,
"I would just like to make it to the trials at this point," says a confident Lynch.
"From there I really don't know."
,
Lynch has her goals set and is on target to make success areality. The opener
for this fall's swim season will be tonight at Loyola College, and tomorrow at
Bun gymnasium. Lynch will be ready, in action and doing what she does beSt
"I would not know what else to do if I were unable to swim. This is what I do.''

OFFER EXPIRES THIS FRIDAY Time, Weights for All Athletes
By SIBPHANIE HILL
Hilltop Staff Writer

to be just for football players," said freshman tennis player
Cal Dudley.
Upon entrance to the weight room, one may µnderstand
Many Howard student-athletes are confused. Some are
why the football pl~yers wouTd draw tne conclusion it is
confused about how to handle playing a sport and being a intended solely for their use, On the entrance, bold sign
full-time student and some are confused about how to manlabels the facility as the "House of Pain," while the walls bear
age their free-time. Still others are confused about which
signs declaring the weight room to be the "Home of Howard
training facilities on campus are available to them. One facilUniversity Football." Also, many athletes find that the
ity that has been the cause of some confusion among these
weights available in Cook Hall are much heavier than those
atliletes is the Cook Hall dormitory weight room and who that can be accessed in Bun, making it almost impossible
is entitled to its use.
for many other athletes to find them useful.
Cook Hall's weight room is one of only two weight rooms
"This idea of the weight room beingjust for (football playavailable for immediate access by students on Howard's main ers) may be because the majority of the use comes from
campus. The other is located in Burr Gymnasium next to them," said Dean.
the women's locker room, The weight room in Burr is open ·
Although the football team does take advantage of the
to the general student body while, according to Cook Hall
weight room more than any other sports team, some feel that
Community Director and assistant football coach Fred this is because players on other Howard athletic squads are
Dean, the Cook Hall weight room is open to "all atliletes
not aware that they may use the facilities.
under their coaches' supervision," for insunmce purposes.
Most atliletes agree that it is just the general understandAll Howard athletes are insured by the University if they
ing the football team has their own weight room. Accordbecome injured in the Cook Hall weight room.
ing to soccer player Nadiyah Gipson, "It is just an unwritMany athletes disagree with Dean's statement regarding ten rule that the weight room is for football players only."
the Cook Hall weight room's accessibility due to a number
Dean welcomes the idea of having more athletic teams
of times when athletes have been kicked out of the room by make use of the weight room in Cook. The weight room is
either footbstll players or coaching staff members.
open from 7 a.m. until IO p.m. every day, and all athletes are
"I lift in the weight room, but I was told it was supposed encouraged to take advantage of the facility.
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LIFE & STYLES
POINT OF VIEW

MOVIE REVIEW:
"The Contender"
Tackles Politics on
the Eve of Elections

Recognize Me
By D ENISI! M. CALDWELi.
Hilltop Sinff Writer
What is the first thought !hat comes 10 mind when you·think of Howard
University'! My image is somewhat traditional. When I think of Howard. I
envision the movie. "School Daze," by Spike Lee. This profound picture featured controversial issues such as battle of the Greeks. questionable issues of
complexion perfection. and politics.
Another example is the television show. '·A Different World." This show
gave perfect story telling insight into the '·black college life," al a historical
college, such as Howard U. The sitcom promoted an example that one would
join a diverse group of young ambiliou~ leaders that strive lo be successful.
powerful, and meaningful. My motivation to anend Howard ,vas on the strength
that I would be a rendition ofone of those characters in the film or TV show
that possessed a purpose, talem, and motivation to achieve.
Nowaday,. you gel to college and you li temlly forget your purpose. You
are free 10 be an individual. and you forget the expectations that you and your
family have set for you. The notion in your mind is nothing but chill in' with
your new friends. trying 10 be the honest thing on the block. and kick.in' it
until you can't see str.iight.
Don't ger me wrong. 1•m no stranger tO having a good time. enjoying myself
or getting my money's worth at a football game. club, or Homecoming event,
but I have wi llpower and I know my limits.
I can faithfully say I completed one full year at "The Mecca." When I first
arrived at Howard, I knew that I was going to be in every organization lhal I
had an interest in. "Why be at the Capstone where opportunity is blatantly in
your face ,md don't take advantage of the challenge?" That is the way I feel.
It is one thing 10 state you attend Howard University, but it's another to say I
am a part of the Mecca.That implies. I participate in this organization. I am
affiliated with this group. society. or association.
Howard University. a place that you Jove lo hate or hate to love. whatever
you prefer. represents generations of diversified, intellectual, refined, and
prominent people. There is an assumption that you would never experience
tribulation or discomfort. Apparently, the assumption is dead wrong! As I look
on main campus. J see faces that show an array of unhappiness, uncertainty
and mistrust.
Of course. everything is not always what it seems. and one is granted a bad
day or two. bu! it seems Howard University as a whole has a bad day. everyday. If it is not the adminis1r.1tive staff, it's the professors. the dining services.
or the "upper echelon" social conditions for us as students.
What is the problem? Are we all here for the ultimate goal of advancement
for black people? Are we not young aspiring leaders who ,11ant robe successful.
prosperous and wan) lo contribute to the University's famed legacy? I realize. but do you. that we are walking in the footsteps elite graduates who are
outstanding educators, political figures. and emenainers providing humanitarian pride, and leadership throughout the world.
Remembering that I am an individual first. however. brought up in a community, I speculate why as a community we have no unity? We simply run
together as a clique or just become a loner on campus. If you don't dance.
sing, rap, rock ice, play imo rhe material fads. or portray yourself as a thug.
you won't be rollin' with any HU crew. That doesn't even speak on how we
label one another by the old prejudice stereotypes of distinguishing one person from another by skin color. hair texture, facial qualities, and body types.
Nevertheless. that is the materiali,tic poin! of view. Although the social
life from a political ,1andpoint has its limitations. everyone wants to be !he
leader. ~ rtcogllized and nm stuff. No one wants to be the follower. work
behind the scenes. or volunteer unless they are being admired.
Obviously we want to be in oonrrol. with no failures or disappointments.
But that's life. The frustration. rroubles and complications are supposed to
make us strong and not weak. but ii does. Our response to something is always.
Why instead of. How. How bourgeois is our title'? 'Jell me. HU family, how
many people have you seen today? An abundance of faces cross by you every
day, and which one did you stare up and down. look ar funny. frown your face
al, and our most common deed - criticize. But. who did you speak 10? Was
it Mr. or Miss Howard. a Greek organiiarion of a cute Campus Pal or athlete. Or was it me. the a,-erage student rhat you ,valk by or sit next 10 everyday in class'? Have you ever , topped for one minute to a,k them about their
aspimtions. dreams or goals'/ The answer- NO' The truth is you don·1care.
You are so wmpped up in self that you forgo, about our ullimate goal as black
people.
My fellow Bison. my challenge to you is to be humble. Help a brother or
sister out. Don't just stand there and hope for their downfall. pray for their
victory and triumph. Stop hatin' and participate in the reconstruction of our
beloved home. Howard University!

Write for
Life and
Style
Call Tori
at 6-6866

1'11<,to h)· ChanJrJ AndeMn
Amt"I Lanieux l>dtsout soothi1lg notes a nd mdodi.:s on the , 1,rd Ihis past Saturda_, durlnn: the Es.wnce College 'lour. Other perronne~ included Kah Digi!a and Carl ·nH)m:t~.

Judging a Book by its Cover
A look into the Superficial HU
By Jo r Rrou ;v
Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard University claims to have one of the most
open minded and unbiased ,mdenr bodies in the
nation. A group known for seeking out and rearing
down stereotypes. Students have worked hard al
judging people based on their character. nor simply
on an image projected. Even with rhis in mind. l
speculated that ,1udents are still somewhat subjec•
the to forming conclu\ions about a person ,imply
on their appearance. To pro,e thi> hypothe,is. l
decided 10 try 1hrec foshion ,raternents to discover
how people would respond to each. I used the , rudents of Howard University. especially those regulars on the yard, to help me in researching ,uch an
intense topic. TI1e projecr required that I no! only
speculate on the ideas of the people. but for me to
actually wear each ensemble and record the
responses. a; directed tow:1rd me.
On the first day of my study, I decided to drescon,ervatively. I wore a mid-length khaki ,kin and a
button down blou;e. I really wanted to gel a full
project ion. so I tried to complcrcly fulfill thi, modest image: high heels. stocking,. and eyeglasses. not
LO mention a cardigan sweater. Both female and
male member, of the HU community seemed to
regard me with an unspoken sense of respect. They
all spoke to me, or at least acknowledged me in
some way. One visitor to the campus even addressed
me as ma· am as he asked me directions to The Hi IItop office.
The second day I had a somewhat "bum" appearance. I planned lo dress rhb way for rhe article anyway. but It just ,o happened that l overslept for cla,s
that day. so the look was completely '1Uthentic I
rolled out of bed and threw on a tank rop. some
sweatpants. and some slip on sandals. I even left my
hair scarf on my head. I trudged to class only 10 be
met with stares and looks of disgust. Some people
turned up their noses up after looking at me. others
even snickered. Needless to say I was embarrassed.

but I was 35 minutes late for class, a ; ituation that
many Howard students have found themselves in at
one time or another. As I ,valked into my class. my
professor looked at me somewhat stunned: he had
never seen me in such a state. He smi led softly. but
I knew what he was rhinking: "Whnr happened (or
didn't happen) 10 her rhis morning:?" I left chiss feeling somewhat annoyed, but afrcr a whi le the feeling
receded. I happened upon a ,hocking rhought: I
didn't care what other, ,a,d about my attire. I was at
Howard for an education. not a ta...hion \how. E,·en

"ith this though! Ill mind. I returne.J 10 my room
direct ly ;ofter class to get properly drc"cd and made
up for cla"·
After recovering from the Lrnumalic fashion emergency of my second day. I had lo follow up with a
day rh:11 might salvage my reputation from the
clothing underworld. I decided that I would try to
dress ,omewhat 10 re0cct popular culture. I
searched through my closet and created an outlit.
one th:n looked ,omewhal like an ad out of an entertainment magaLine. complete!) unlike anything thar
I would ordinarily w~,,r. l u,ed a brand new pair of
Karl Kan, Jean,. a BCBG shirt. and a pair of Nine
West stack, 1<1 see what response I would get. The
response I n:cdved was somewhat wllill l expecred.
Many guys on campus ,uddenly found rhe need 10
speak in ,ome way. Some ladies were brave enough
to complement my ensemble and even ask where I
purchased it; components.
l will admit that at times. il was hard to ;.eparate
my journalistic responsibilities from tho,e of my
personal life. When a guy on campus. who previous
to the , rudy saw me everyday yet refused to ,peak
lo me, tried to ia!k to me on the third day. I wanted
to believe that it was because then: had been ,ome
sort of genuine interest in approaching me. 1 then
remembered what my outfit. hairstyle. and presence
had the potential to reveal about me, an image 1hat
may not accurately display the person that I truly
am.

•

By MARYANN J M U:S
Hilltop Staff Writer
Grade: AFrnm Dream Works pictures and
writer/director Rob Lurie comes
"The Contender." a political drama
that examines the inner workings of
our political system as one person's:
life is torn apart by scandal.
After !he death of the vice president,
President Jackson Evans (Jeff
Bridges) appoints ,cnatur Laine Hanson (Joan Allen) as his choice for the
vacant seat. bypassing public favori1C:
Virginia governor Jack Ha1haway:
(Wi lliam L. Peterson). As oonfirmation hearings start. the chainnnn oC
the special committee. Republican.
congressman Shelley Runyan (Gary
Oldman). makes scandalous allegations about Hanson in an attempt 10
oust her from rhc vice presidential
seat and replace her w11h Hathaway.
Senator Hanson ,truggles with her
convections of right and wrong as her
name is slandered.
Joan Allen really shines in the role
of senator La.inc. Having seen ijer
only once before as John Tratotta·s
wife in "Face Off." I wa., surprbed by
how well ,he carried rhe charncter of
the vice presidential hopeful. She
superbly shows rhe connicts she has
with her personal feelings and what
she feels is be>t for the country. Jeff
Bridges doesn't give the full presence
of a president. but does well when it
counts. His final speech was a very
memorable part of the movie.
I enjoyed the character, of Gary
Oldman and Christian Slater as-well.
Oldman pla) s a very good "bad guy,"
the person you love 10 hate. Without
his presence. the movie would l{bt
have been half as intriguing. H~ever. I loved that his character was
multi-dimensional. hew-.._, not just a
bad guy. He was shown to ha,-e had
a heart once. Slarer. as the young
upstart congre,,man Reginald Web•
sler. is enjoyable to watch as well.
The plot wa, very bel,evable. in
light of the embarrassing Clinton
scandal. The growing role of the
media in f)l)litics as wdl "' ho\\ 1he
media i, rnanipufored b)· the po\\ ers
that be w," :, ,er}· powerful theme
throughour rhe mo,ie. A, senator
Hanson ,u uggle, to clear her name .•
it is also shown th.at women are still·
not on equal footing with men in the
political arena I wa, intrigued by
how fragile the idea of democracycan be and how the fate of the union·
can ,o easily end up 111 the hand, of
" le\\,'" in the ca,e of the moYte, the
chamcter, of Jeff Bridge, and G;iry •
OldmJn.
Other than the foct rhat the 111uv1~•
was virtually devoid of any people or:
color (the only person of color I ,aw,
had one line: "'Would you like some-:
thing lo drink sir?"). "The Con-:
tender" wa, a very intelhgem and riv-,
eting movie. The acting. \\ rihng. and '
cinematography were put into one
very appealing package that kept me
on the edge of my ,eat de,pue the
lack of action scene, in the mo, ,c. On
the e,·e of the pre,idenlial clecuon.
'The Contender" i, a good movie to
give hope lo those who ha,c lo,1
faith in the political process and to
help us reexamine the value of our
democracy.

'Street Sweeper' Barely Makes the Cut
By CARl.1'0N JORll\N
Hilltop Staff Writer
Grnde: C
You don't wam beef with Jerome Usher nor do
you want lo be on his sh*t list. Jerome Usher. the
main character in Ronin Ro's new novel. "Street
Sweeper", is a no nonsense hi! man. He is !he Monster Kody of New York (without !he gang affiliation). Jerome is good at what he does. he's al the
top of his game, in demand. livin' large. not a worry
in the world. But all this ends when Jerome screws
up an assignment on a hit, initiated by (stereotypical) Columbian drug lords, and leaves two witnesses alive whom he inj ures in the line of lire. TI1e
witnesses are mother and daughter, Kesha and
'less, and the little girl is seriously injured. Jerome
and his mentor Sidney (the man who brought him
from low level crimes 10 the good life of a hit man)
are ordered to kill off the witnesses. Rule# 4 in the
"Hilman·, Bible". Jerome attempts to kill rhe little girl. but upon seeing her, she reminds him of
his sister, Janet. who was ki lled when they were
children. He catches feelings for the girl and
bre.'lks Rule # I, Feel Nothing.
Ronin tries very hard 10 add lots of twists and
turns in the book to keep the reader interested. and

ends up creating unrealistic scenarios and too
many coincidence;, to link impossible situations.
Jerome somehow ends up foiling in love with the
little girl's mother and turns from his life of a noto- -- -- - - -- - -- - - rious
______________ hi
ma nI

BOOK REVIEW

to a
loving and caring boyfriend. The doctors eventu•
ally say the little girl needs $3 million worth of
surgery in order lo walk again. but Kesha's HMO
won't cover it. Al
the sr,me time. there is $3 million prize out for
the death of Councilman Reginald Harris. who
happens 10 be Kesha ·s boss. (hmm). This is
where rhc potential urban gangsta classic turns
stale. Kesha wants in on the hit. LO pay for her
daughter's surgery. The once caring mother and
devoted employee. who wa, previously traumatized by the sight of a gun. turns into Pam Grier.
pulling gun, out her afro, and becomes one of
Charlie's Angels quicker than it takes Wonder
Woman to spin into her ready for battle gear. Character switchovers like that are throughout the book,
and leaves the reader wondering. why?
But what the book lacks in plot and character
development. Ronin mnkes up for in suspense and

- --- - - --- - ------

(action. Jerome is definitely no joke. He kills \\lilh
the grace of a cal. he can take on I. 2. 3. or more
at a time. with no sweat. He'll walk right up on
you. no matter who you are and be like. what!!
After a hit is put out on Jerome for not killing the
witnesses. it's hard to put the book down. because
you wonder how everyrhing will come together
(and I kepi wondering what happened lo Sidney).
The mystery in the book is what's the deal with
Kesha. She mysteriously appears in Jerome's life
after wimessing a murder he did. and after a con•
tract was put out on her and her daughter's life. Is
she up 10 something? Does she not remember
Jerome was the one who shot her daughter? Will
Jerome be the next one 10 die? Finding the answer
to these questions are enough 10 keep you reading.
"Street Sweeper'' is a mediocre. DonalGoinesesque allempl to reveal the struggles of the gangsta life. Its strong points are the hip-hop navor Ronin
gives it and his ability to keep the re.tder on edge
despite questionable explanations of events.
Nonetheless. "Street Sweeper" gives everyday
people a glimpse of gangsta life. It lures readers by
everyone's curiosity and fascination with the other
side the fence. the dark side of living. thug life. It's
a fun re.~d. don't expect much more than that.
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Jazz Artist Takes Listeners to New 'Places'

ENTERTAINMENT
BRIEFS

·aggressive. yc1 lightnearled solo section. The maturity of Mehldau's playing is evident as he pace,
himself masterfully. His lingers run over the keys.
crafting lines of intensity and sensitivity.
The album brings other highlights as well. One
Anyone who is familiar with today's j:1:a scene
of the more bouncy themes is the solo piano comshould be familiar with pianist. Brad Mehldau. In
position, "29 Palm,." Beginning with a playful
1994, after his tenure as the piano player in 1he
melody. the track stretches out to a furious attack
highly popular Joshua Redman Quartet, Mehldau
of runs in an awkward sense of rhythm. Momen•
went on to form his own trio. The trio consisted of
tum is the key here as he pushes the songs basic
himself on piano, Jorge Rossy on drums. and
bass line with his left hand while welding crafty
Larry Grenadier on bass. The following year
brought his recording debut on Warner Bros. enti- phrases with his right hand.
For most people. the music en this disc (or any
tled "Introducing Brad Mehldau". He would folother Brad Mehldau album for that matter) might
low up with the "Art of The Trio" series in 1997
seem eccentric. Yet. we can all gain something
and his solo pi ano debut "Elegiac Cycle" in 1998.
from an album of this caliber. With all the comAlmost two years afte, his last release, Brad
positions reflecting his thoughts on different places
Mehldau returns with "Places··. This album shows
(hence tlie title), one can definitely relate to some
off Mehldau·s skills as a composer. as all of the
tracks are original compositions. The album also of these songs. One example is the beautifully
crafted melody of"Airport Sadness", The song is
shows Br.id Mehldau in both his trio and solo piano
an accurate re flection of the e motions we go
formats.
The album begins with ..Los Angeles". The song through as we deal with the inconveniences of
shifts from its eerie sounding introduction. to the being stuck in an airport.
By J O Z EN C UMMINGS
HilltoJ> Staff Writer
Grade: B

--

Atlanm's finest, Out Kast, are set 10 drop their fourth album entitled
"Stankonia". The album is set to be released on October 3 1st under
L;tface Records. ·This time around, Dre and Big Boi are handling the
majority of the production instead of their long time beatmnkcrs Organized
Noizc.
MiliW/'~ffP group. Dead Prez is having difficulty finding a national video
outlfJlll,\IJ:r 1hc video for their new single, ''They Schools" because of its
conp-~xefoial content. The group's label, Loud Records, has been asked 10
edi1 qlf r,\ieo which contains im:,gcs of high school students with nooses
arou'IP.,i({r,r necks. While the group maintains the noose' is a metaphor to
expre,1~1b~ inferior quality of the country's school systems. the scenes are
stil(,iifTui!.'g major concerns.
, O<i bn•;
d d'
'f ' .
.
E'r wtl
. I debut " B..,.,,
",
In ~.~\r,P, lflwar 1vem y,ng tis prog.rommtng, B
8iow,~~~1es in Black" on October 17th. The series will profile leading
Afr/~n· mericans that have influenced various aspects of American socicty.1
ebut of the show will profile Russell Simmons.

•via.

At(!~':.(J~fi~ Answer" Iverson has decided to enter the r.ip game. The
Phi~WJ11ia 76crs' guard has a record deal with Universal Records. Jversoq}hpe I single. "40 Bars", has already gained minimal airplay and tons
of ~h'Wi ruon in the media because of its explicit lyrics. His album. " Nonf-ic,',llWr· plans to be released around the time of the NBA All-Star Game.

MUSIC REVIEW
While the album may not be the ideal purchase
for listening enjoyment. the album is ideal for
study sessions where one truly has to sit and con•
ccntrate. For the most part, college students can't
,mdy without the infamous tutor we call music, yet
we wi ll need something to relax our need to dance
and exercise our brain . "Places'' is the tutor I am
referring to.
This is not your typical baby-making smooth
jazz. nor is the album supposed to be a tutor in the
sense where student's grades will get better instantly. "Places" is good for the tru~ jazz fan. For the
beginners who don't know whal their first j azz
album purchase should be. I do not suggest this
album. Like the liner notes to the album. "Places"
is for the advanced jazz fan. For those of us who
are long time fans of modern j azz. and Brad
Mehldau him,elf. "Places" is an essential album to
add to your discography.

'Men of Honor' Crosses Racial Lines Successfully

w_' a~~'i{'f!cnderson. Puff Daddy's driver. who drove Sean "Puffy" Combs.
,;r,, 11r,
f
.
.
Jell/J)•\1..iJOpez. and. a bodyguard away '.orn the scene the mght of the mfn•
mouf,sh901,ng outside of a New York City mghtclub last December is now
,u(ey, t\w Bad Boy CEO. Warren Fenderson has filed a S3 million dollar
1
civ~ ~l\i! claiming he suffered "pensonal injuries" and "the intentional
inqlf.\i®,of emotional distress" during the incident and the aftermath.
, ~·ml, "
Compiled by Brandon A. Miller

b!X]lj.Jt'

f~:tren Proposed Campus Activities
BXi~1T,fHEW GOINS

iM~ irst Annual Squirrel Hunting Contest" to be held
on the Main Yard
9) ''Kiss An Administrator on the Lips For a Dollar Day"
8) "Freeze 1'.1g Thursdays" in The Valley
?) "Go-Cart Racing" in Greene Stadium
6) "Kiddie Pool Party" in the fountain in front of the
BlAA,l.,;!>urn Center
5~1 "Sergio Valente Fridays"
4)1n'tHamburger-Meat Giveaways" in the ilab
3) Put those big expensive lightbulbs to use and have an
evening football game for once.
2) Safeway sponsored "We'll Bring the Grocery Store to
You Sundays"
1) "China Wonder Wednesdays'' in The Cafeteria

Although he has been told he must retire. Sunday comes back to help Brashear and he becomes the first black to earn the distinguished titles of Master

By K ELLlt'. CARTE R
Hilltop Staff Writer
Grade: 8 +

MOVIE REVIEW

Oscar award winners Robert De Niro and Cuba Gooding Jr. costar in this
film based on the life story of Carl Br.ishear. Brashear. a young black man.
strived to become a master diver in the U.S. Navy. I •.valked into the movie
thinking, "Oh Lord. this i, going to be another fil m where I walk out hating
white people." My assumption was rooted mainly in the fact 1hat the same
racial slur was used 17 times within the first 45 minutes o f the film. How•
ever. I found my assumption to be very wrong.
"Men of Honor" is about Carl "Cookie" Brashear (Cuba Gooding Jr.) striving to be the best. He joins the U.S. Navy to provide for his family. Billy
Sunday (Robert De Niro) is the Master Chief Navy Diver. the highest rank
for an enlisted man. When Sunday is injured and told he can no longer dive
Brashear strives 10 obtain that position. This is during a ti me when the Navy
had j ust been integr.ited and Brashear is the first and only black. Through all
of the obstacles he must endure as well as extreme pressure from Sunday not
to make it. he conquers his dreams. Toward the end of the film an almost faml
accident leaves Brashear with an inj ury that makes diving impossible.

Diver and Master Chief in the Navy despite his handicap.
"Men of Honor" is a movie 1hat encompasses all aspects ~rom valor, to humor,
to romance. 10 tension. to triumph. I felt that the dialogue was fair and overall it wa, a good movie. It left me with a good taste in my mouth and not 100
many movies c:m do that when dealing with issues of race. The movie was
definitely worth 1he two hours. I did find it ironic that De Niro plays a racist
and Gooding the struggling black man when in reality De Niro is married 10
a black "oman and Gooding 10 a white woman. Both character, are full of
pride and arrogance however you learn to love them in spite of their character flaws. So. if you like somewhat racial movies where the black man actually does make it out in the end. this is defini tely a mu\! see.
··Men of Honor" opens nationwide Friday. November 11th. 2000.

WANT TO WRITE FOR LIFE & STYLE?
CALL TORI @ 202.806.6866

BOOK REVIEW: Eliot Ness Bio Retells Al
Capone Story From Inside Out
needed a strong, united and large "family" to cnrry out
business. Acros., the United States in New York "''" ,omeone who had heard of the powerful moneymaking in
(U-WIRE) ATHENS, Ohio Paul W. Heimcl surfaces Chicago. With a criminal backgr<lund and hunger for
the myth and truth behind the man responsible for the power, he packed up and left for Chicago,
Hi, name: Al "Scarface·· Capone. Capone quickly
downfall of Al Capone in his biographical novel "Eliot
became
a business associate wilh Torrio, but when an
Neh: The Real S1ory.''
ambush
landed
Torrio in the hospital. Capone became the
1t;is the Roaring ·20,. a decade remembered for flapleader.
Simultaneously.
dead bodies began sprouttng like
pei. ja,.z, cinema breakthmughs and, of course. Prohibit on. Many powerful political groups like the Woman's weeds.
Enter an ambitiou, young officer newly-acquired to the
Ch btian 'lemper.ince Union and the Anti-Saloon League
Prohibition
task force of the police department. He was
of merica believed alcohol was the defining reason for
tough
and
had
a moral that did not coincide with that of
sOQicty's lack of morab. They were not the only ones.
Al
Capone,
and
his name was Eliot Ness.
In I 919 a republican representative proclaimed that the
Heimel's
biogr.iphy
gives a thorough background of the
government needed to be more involved in shaping soci•
zealous
Ness.
his
dealings
with C1pone :md 1he years after
ety':, values. ;md he produced 1he Vol,tead Act. Woodrow
Wilson vetoed the act. bul Congress o,·emKle his decision. Capone, which included murder investigations in Cleve•
Thu,. effective on Jan. 17. 1920. the 18th Amendment land.
Not only is "Eliot Ness: The Real Story" historically
10 the Constitution was implemented • creating the decade
informati\•e, it is wonderfully written. Basing his research
of Prohibition.
And 1he vice-lord, of major U.S. cities. including New on newspaper article,. interviews and various other infor•
York and Chicago, could only he:ir the sound "cha- mation mediums, Heimel creates a biographical novel
void of mundane, factual anecdotes.
ching."
This novel is so interesting and exciting that readers wi ll
The windy city became a hot spol for bootlegging. with
avoid
even replenishing themselves with a glass of wmer
the illegal distribution and sale of alcohol becoming a 70to turn the page. And the ironic part is everyone knows
million,dollar-a-year business, give or take a mi llion,
among..the Chicago underground. One of the head hon• what happens to Capone.
chos of this wa, "Little John" 1hrrio.
Tcyiy, in fierce competition with 01her bootleggers.
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Everyone
speaks English.
£ specially Russians.
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Introducing Nibblebox.com. Tomorrow's entertainment today.
Log on for original episodic shows, inte,-c1lve entertainment, and tt,e bfft of college radio created by college
studenls wltt, help fro m people like John IAgulzamo (actor, S~mmer of Semi, Doug Llman (di_,, SwinQMS
and Go), and Amy Hockerling (diNICtor, Cluei-). Because while h's fun making cynical comments about
ente<talnment clichh, It'• more fun to see what students are actually doing about It.

nibblebox.com
digital entertainment in short, tasty bytes.
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a voice for all genres of arts, expression and thought ...

'Fountains' Shed Light on Islamic Past
_By JONATHAN GRANNUM
Hilltop Staff Writer
Upon entering the Smithsonian•s Arthur M.
Sackler Gallery, you almost expect to feel the
humidity increase and maybe even hear a couple
camels snorting around the corner. At the "Fountains of Light" exhibit at the Smithsonian Museum, the viewer is invited to laze through the exhibit's dimmed rooms and examine items from
ancient Islamic civilizations.
The exhibit consists of 27 pieces of Islamic met-

EXHIBITION
alwork, on loan from the Nuhad Es-Said Collection. Metalwork is one of the foremost art forms
since Islam's inception around the seventh century. The objects were not created only to be admired.
At one time, each of the objects on display satisfied the practical needs of a range of social and economic classes. Artists of the past constantly challenged themselves both technically and creatively
in order to create functional works of art.
The first item in the exhibit is an incense burn-

er made for the Sultan Nasir al-Din Muhammad,
who reigned in Egypt and Syria from 1294-1340:
1bis piece, as many were, was fashioned from beaten brass and inlaid with gold, silver and some black
compound. The incense (composed of aloes, frankincense and ambergris) would be placed on a shallow tray inside of its cylindrical body, and when
lit, the smoke would escape through perforations
in its domed lid. Its usage was mainly for perfuming the air and body for royal ceremonies.
Given this, to truly appreciate the unknown artist's
work, you must look a bit closer and examine the
large circular inscriptions inlaid in gold, which
carry the sultan's honorific titles striking out like
beams of light from a central disk. These medallions not only celebrate the qualities of the ruler
but also equate him to our source of light and life
and surely reminded his subjects of his status.
The techniques used to shape these priceless
items vary from casting in a mold to hammering
or spinning. While the decorative features such as
the floral or calligraphic designs were produced by
piercing, inlaying or even by hammering the metal
from the inside out.
Although there were several pieces reserved for

royal pleasantries, there were also commonplace
items, which were as delightfully adorned.
Specifically there was the Kashkul, from the late
19th century which is a beggars bowl; usedby the
wandering Sufis, (followers of the mystical branch
of Islam) who depended on the generosity of others for their livelihood.
An elderly couple enjoying the exhibit were
taken aback by the beauty and intricate nature of
the metalwork. The gentlemen, who was an artist,
mentioned that he regretted the fact that we don't
seem to have similar patience today to equate to the
work put into the collection now on display. As his
escort mentioned, unfortunately they don't say
where the items were found.
If you're attracted by the name "Fountains of
Light", by all means go, but don't expect to be
stunned by thousands of dazzling lights and shiny
gold and silver artifacts (they've long gone past
their prime). Instead, go to learn of the culture and
listen to the many tales told by the long and hard
worked pieces of metal that stand bared before you.
This exhihir is ongoing and more i11fi-,rmatio11 is aw1i/able at
the Smirh.wmian Freer Caflerr of Arr and Artlnir M. Sack/er
Galler_,; 12th and Je.ff(,r.H)II Dri,·e. SW

Poet Brings Lyrical Force to Bookstore
By ERICA N. HOLLEY-MARTIN
Hilltop Staff writer

K wame 1\lexander is a poet, stage director, producer, editor, publisher, and CEO, and he hasn't
even reached 33. He is definitely an important figure within the literary arts world today.

PROFILE
Students openly welcomed the writer as he performed recitations followed by a book signing at
the Howard University Bookstore to promote his
latest literary work, "Kupenda: Love Poems."
Alexander and three guest poets, F.D. Cooper,
L.D. Stewart, and Maritza Rivera performed in
"round-robin" style as each poet recited pieces
from their latest books to an intimate crowd of
approximately 25 high school and university students. The poets even allowed and encouraged students to carry out an open question-and-answer

session and participate in recitations.
"It's a universal experience," poet Rivera said
about reading and listening to the poetry of others. "We also strive to economize with our words.
Say what we feel in as few words as possible.
Something that packs a lot of punch."
"That's why I started BlackWords: to share the
voices of young literary talent of the hip-hop generation and beyond," says Alexander, the founder
and CEO of BlackWords, Inc., an independent
publishing house devoted to promoting the liter-

ary talent of this generation. "My purpose is to create outlets to publish our work and venues in
which to perform our work." Black Words, Inc.
was most celebrated for its best-selling title,
"Tough Love," a collection of essays and commentary on the life of slain rapper Tupac Shakur.
Now, with another big seller on the bookshelves,
it is time for "Kupenda" to shine with the glory of
its success. It is a beautiful collection of love
poems that possesses romance and lust while capturing the nature of black speech. The word
"kupenda" is borrowed from the Swahili language
and means "to love" or "with love." Alexander said
that this is the first of his own projects that actually "stands on its own."
"Spike Lee won't even watch his first movie,
'She's Gotta Have It', because he can't believe the
quality of the film," Alexander said. "This is my
fourth book and I feel like I've finally learned how
to write. The others are okay, but this book is my
best work."
Alexander studied for three years under the guidance of renowned poet Nikki Giovanni and feels
that she has had a great impact on his works and
this book especially.
"Her wit, her humor, her cleverness, her intelligence. All of that I picked up. Reading her
books over and over seeped through my words,"
said the critically acclaimed author. "There are a
few pieces in 'Kupenda' that I borrowed, and I
have to admit that most writers borrow from the
past."
Alexander's projects are not only in the liter-

•

Dwayne and Mai are the Vietnamese brother and
sister. Harold and Delores are the black couple·
who adopted Dwayne and Mai after they were
orphaned and left at a refugee camp in Vietnam.
Dwayne's fiancee', Nina, is black and his gay Cau-

MOVIE REVIEW
casian roommate is dating an Asian transgendered
male. This sounds like an ethnic awakening for culturally-curious moviegoers, and it is. These comical characters are the· energetic rainbow of the
independent film, "Catfish in Black Bean Sauce",
written, directed, produced, and starring Chi Muoi

Lo, a real-life Vietnamese refugee.
"Catfish in Black Bean Sauce", named after a
popular Vietnamese dish, tells the story of a patchwork family starring Paul Winfield and- Mary
Alice as the dedicated, adoptive parents of Dwayne
and Mai. Dwayne, the Ebonics-talking manager
of a black-owned bank has assimilated into black
culture and is engaged to a black woman, Nina,
played by Sanaa Lathan.
Dwayne, though very
much in love with Nina, struggles with his insecurities and feelings of not quite measuring up to
Nina's high standards. Mai is dissatisfied with her
family life and embarks on a determined search to
find her birth mother, Thanh. The reunion of
Thanh, Dwayne, and Mai presents conflict and
poses a threat to their adoptive parents.
The movie is a emotional comedy about family sl!uggles with all of the uncertainty, betrayal,

That's it. No more can I stand by and watch as
our music- music that once stood for something- slowly crumbles apart.
Love songs from artists such as Luther Vandross, Lenny Williams, and The Isley Brothers

COMMENTARY

'

have been replaced by hateful, trifling songs
from the likes of Avant, Toni Braxton, Jill Scott
and other newcomers, who obviously do not possess the slightest idea of what love is.
Rappers such as Dead Prez, the Roots and Outkast try to deliver powerful messages through
their lyrics, but they're being drowned out by the
champagne-popping, wristwatch-waving, newcar-driving rapper who populate the airwaves,
i.e. Jay-Z, Big Tymers, and Puff Dummy ... I
mean Daddy. Enough is enough.
My rebellion from this commercialized era in
music struck me one day as I sat and analyzed
what is being played today. In one day, I may
h_ear Toni Braxton tell another female that her
boyfriend is "insufficient," Baby proclaim that

he's the number one 'stunna' and that he just
bought a platinum football field (for what?),
and the lead singer from Ideal tell his girlfriend
to get her bags and get the hell on. Is this necesary? Does any of this noise raise social consciousness? Or better yet, does it make any
sense?
Any true follower of rap music knows that the
genre's intention was to provide a voice to those
not heard so that the masses may know what's
going on in inner cities. I haven't been to many
inner cities, but I'm guessing that these places
aren't bustling with Mercedes, Hummers, Bentleys, or any other car that's unaffordable to the
people rap allegedly represents. So, how did we
allow fools, such as Jigga, P-Diddy, and Mannie
Fresh to come and misrepresent us? Is it
because talking about these things supplies a
good feeling? Honestly, are situations in inner
cities going to improve if we continue to speak
of a fantasy world that rap music has manifested?
And, who allowed singers such as Avant, Toni
Braxton, and others to be descendants to legends
such as Al Green, Diana Ross, Curtis Mayfield,
or Lionel Richie? Those artists were legendary

' is currently producing a sitcom called
ary field. He
"Simple," a show that is based on works by the legendary Langston Hughes. Alexander has an upand-coming book entitled "Do The Write Thing;·
co-written by "Dippin' My Spoon" author Nina
Foxx. The book is schecluled-,to e0ter bookstores
this March. Alexander's "Jazz Poetry Cafe: BlackWords Compilation CD Vol. 2" featuring poets
Sonya Sanchez, Raz Baraka and others is also
coming soon to stores nationwide.

and love that create happy endings. The undertones
of the film are clearly thought-provoking and send
a message on the importance of family loyalty.
liowever, the characters are not one-hundred percent believable and more often than not, their
roles seem disproportionate, strained, and unrealistic. The significance of certain scenes and characters is questionable, while others scenes seem to
pointless or incomplete. ,
Luckily, these scenes are minimal and do not
overpower the gritty punchlines. At length, ""Catfish in Black Bean Sauce" is a family story and a
double-dose of ethnic comedy without vulgarity
that seems to saturate- many modern films about
race. Taste and see "Catfish in Black Bean Sauce"
at Cineplex Odean Dupont Circle 5 and Shirlington 7.

•

Photo courtesy of the Smithsonian Institute
This intricately engraved inscense burner is featured at the Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery in the lslantic Metalwork collection, Fountains Of Light.
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because they sung what people couldn't express
clearly through talking and sung with fervorthe artists of today only provide stereotypical
entertainment, leaving listeners with a bitter
taste in their 1nouth. Jill Scott, maybe you need
to J:,ack down and realize what you're saying;
'foni Braxton (even though you're beautiful), just
be a woman and move on; Avant- who in the
world gave you a recording contract? Will someone worthy please come and carry on what the
legends have started?
I miss the love songs that sent chills down my
spine, or just the songs that were eye-openers
and provided a positive atmosphere among families and friends. I miss the rap songs that provided social awareness to what persists in the 'hood.
Are we complacent with the state of our music?
Does this music of today accurately depict us as
a people?
If it does, well, we're in a terrible predicament; if it does not represent us con·ectly, however, why do we continue to support this music?
As Jay-Z says, a closed mouth doesn't get fedso let"s starve-out this deplorable form of music
and return our music back to its roots.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED OF WRITING FOR ENGAGE', PLEASE
CONTACT GINGER AT 202.806.6866
'

This month at the Corcoran Art
Gallery, 40 portraits that tell the
story of individuals who have the
courage to protect the human rights
of the outnumbered voices in their
community is on display at the Corcoran Gallery of Art. The exhibit,
"Speak Truth to Power," features
black and white prints taken by
Eddie Adams and interviews conducted by Kerry Kennedy Cuomo.
The individuals in the photographs
represent 40 countries within five
continents, including a couple from
the United States. "Speak Truth to
Power" celebrates and praises each
individuals courageous act. Their
acts sought to end the coercion and
injustice that were, and presently,
inflicted upon the people that have
little or no say about matters that
concern them. These are political
activist, women's rights advocates
and children's rights advocates.
The exhibit consists of Guillaume
Ngefa Atondoko, from the Democratic Republic o_f Congo, who is
presently living in exile in Geneva,
Switzerland. Atondoko fought to
stop the abuse and killings of Hutus
refugees by Zaire's Dictator, Mobutu Sese Seko. Atondoko founded the
L' Assoc Africaine De fense des
Droits de L'Homme, which is
French for African Association for
the Defense of Human Rights.
A portrait entitled "Anonymous"
makes a profound statement. The
photo contains a backdrop of barren
land with a person draped in a black

cloth and a lynching rope placed
around the neck. This person repre,
sents Sudan. The identity of this.
activist is hidden because of theseverity of the war between the
Christians and the Islamic government. The government of Sudan has
been known to raid, burn and bomb
southern villages. Women and children are kidnapped and enslaved.
This anonymous individual has
freed enslaved families and has
risked their life daily to see that justice prevails.
In the exhibit room, a ph'oto of
Juliana Dogbozi stares deep into a
spectator's eyes. The Ghana native
presently speaks against Trokosi
Shrines and meets with enslaved
females. Trokosis, meaning "slave
of the gods," are highly regarded as
religious and cultural practices.
These shrines are built for girls,
mostly virgins, for a lifelong servitude for alleged crimes committed
by relatives. Dogbozi was a slave in
a Trokosi Shrine until she escaped at
age 23. "Speak Truth to Power" also
contains a photo of United States
activist Van Jones.
Jones is an activist against police
brutality and founded the Bay Area
Police Watch, a program dedicated
to helping victims of police brutality find legal aid. The program also
seeks further action against police
brutality.
"Speak Truth to Power is located
on the third floor of the gallery and
runs through October 15. Admission
to the exhibit is only $3.00. For
more information , call the Corcoran
Art Gallery 202-693-1700.

'

The State of Our Music
By JOHNNY J. JONES

By TIFFANY BROWNE
Hilltop Staff writer

Kwame Alexander, CEO of Black World Inc.

'Catfish in Blackbean Sauce' A Different Kind of Soul
Food
By GINGER SKINNER
Engage' Editor

Exhibit Disrobes
World's Injustices

•

# 2

I

IS IT US OR IS PLATINUM THE
NEW DC LIVE, DC LIVE THE NEW
RITZ, AND THE RITZ THE NEW
GEORGIA AVE. CAFE', (OR EVEN
QUIGLEY'S)?
# 3

WHY IS THE HOMECOMING
CONCERT AT 2:K9? (THEY
KNOW THEY WRONG 4 THAT!)
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,,::: ♦ Sophomores and juniors are

eligible to
participate in both domestic and international
exchange programs.

'"'""' ♦ You can

study at one of more than 200
, ,., colleges and universities in the United States
and abroad.
'

, · ♦ The application

deadline for ·Spring 2001 is
October 16, 2000.

I

.

· ♦ Check us

-

out for applications NOW in

no~t •

The Office of Domestic and International Exchanges
Johnson Administration Building
Room G-11
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I find you...

POETRY

I find you ...

Is This a Crush?
When you wrap your slender arms around my back, I feel so secure,
The way that you allure me into your heart.
You have the beauty of a work of art.
And everytime you nip your long hair,
I can't help but to stare,
This attraction isn't fair.
And I have 10 wonder is this a crush or an obsession,
My feelings are in repression.
because you won't let me give them to you.
No matter how 1rue the words I speak.
You simply smile those baby cheeks.
and tell me thai you're scared to ruin a friendship,
just slip into my soul,
and allow our love to burn hot like coals.
You stole my heart and won't give it back,
bur still I lack,
for yours.
I don't know how you got under my pores.
but now that you're there I won't let you leave,
I s1ill can't concieve,
why you won't have me.
Is this love or lu,t'?
But I still believe tha1 one day our mutual attraction will bust,
through the boundaries of trust.
and you will show up at my house wearing nothing bu1a trench coat and
some pumps.
After 1hat the only sounds that people will hear is bangs and thumps.
And you will leave love marks all over my skin.
Is it love because I want you to be there forever?
Is it a cru,h because you won't come?
Is ii an obsession because I want you to make me scream out my lungs?
Is it meant because we are together all the time?
Is it hope because you think that J'm so damn line?
Is it 1rue?
Yes because all of these are the way I feel about you.

I find you to be soothing to the soul, to my soul.
Like an illumina1ing sunset .... you can't help but to just serenely
gaze...
I find you to be sweet, sweet as COP.Id be ....
Like an elixir that subsides deep within me ...
I find you to be a blessing in dis•
guise
Because though you are 1101 yet
mine, I see our future in your eyes ...

I find you 10 be more an,t more amazing each day....
Like a phenomenon that leaves me wilh nothing to say....
I find you. and I keep finding you, and I keep linding you ....

And I can only hope thm you, keep finding me too...
. ATMBTl\llLUV

•

Untitled
Peace is before me ...
wondering if my ancestors
were ever able
to JUSt stop and sec..
I don't lhink
I h11vc cJcr seen anything ,o divine,
1he air, the leaves sensually intertwine
and the foci that it is only this tree near me
that is \:lancing with the breeze
calmly and free
lhe other, standing vigilantly
God i~ here
this much I know
what else could explain this celestial flow...
still. I wonder
did the slaves ever stop 10 breath
were 1hey able to see
beauty 1hrough misery...
Perhaps it was one 1ha1 planted this 1rce
and 1hrough its grow1h 1hey grew vicariously...
and 10 them it ,ymbolized a life they
would."e lived
where they dc\'cloped
10 their full capability
exuding eminence and singularity...

- Jabari Jamison

Quiet is My Heaven
Earthly shadows frolic, as earthly shadows stare.
Lively whispers enchanl thee. What is 1hat wonders there?
Demon's quest to annihi late thee, as I search to be free.
Quiet is my Heaven, Heaven is my home.
As I Jc,ok for worldly answers. As I look for the other way out.
I find myself. now in a labyrinth. for the answers are nowhere about.
Will he care if we ouicry his spirit'/ Will he care if we just dissappear?
Wi ll he care if my sins choke him? Will he care of 1he 7 deadly fears?
Will I change to sui1 his o'famous cause, t<> help him win those souls?
Will I just decide to give up and devour my namesake in whole?
Quiet is my Heaven, Heaven is my home.
When the show takes five. will my lives still derive?
My life is of the evil that vows to se1 me free.
My Soul sticks up as a mountain. my steadfastness is 1he key.
Phantasmagoric it may seem, once appearing to those,
A verity of the clamor is hell for all who chose.
No more flesh in appearence.
My soul has 1ruth with none. interference.
, No more hypocrisy the devil's shackles are defamed.
His darkness traps fancy aud all crea1ures untamed.
The world is now a resting place of his regal worth.
The joy of singing death, the agony of impressed bir1h.
I call for 1hee, but dosl thou curse.
I fall for 1hee, and I sink farther worse.
Quiet is my Heaven, Heaven left me alone .

•

I find you • • •

Does 1his tree ha\'C a name?
Perhaps if I lis1cn 10 the breeze it will proclaim...
Freedom.

..

'•

Untitled••
Angry and ambitious as an Abyssinian in Janj~a
L'Ouvenure is my idol so I see him in the mirror
Like Barbak Shah to lndil Khan lCl Habesh Kh~n
I' m African: that means loyal 10 Africa
When Gabriel Prosser was shot
And MLK was stiot
Oiuadah Equiano don't need to tell u, who ·s on tbp
Al·iemo and ecomienda esrm•e todo sobre cfOPs
The only thing I pick is my •(ro
And where I insert my c•~k
Prior 10 the San Domingo cpol:h
In the state of Palma,{:_.,
"Seasoned" Bantu in Braz.ii beat
Dutch and Portuguel;e
Though they fell in 16~5
For ninety yearS they k.,j)t
Europeans embarassed and ravaged in10 respect
I reflect the attitudes of 'blackmoores· in Jbeija
Conquering crude cretins: Europeans with diphthelja
Obea/J and vod11m and Islam arc my trinl)y
The Maroon pla1oon rebell ion made the British exit the vicinliy
Paul Cuffee wanted to re1utn
DuBois said we should st~y
I'll be a mercenary until my blackness turns gr~y
Crispus Attucks was 1he firs1 freedom lighter 10 :o
In 1he war against 1he Briti1h
the way it's written you wouldn't knqw
That Blacks clashed with both Brits and Colonist> on 1he same
tip
Plotting to torch New York City as a slave to mas1er gifl
Sbvery wa, not European; it's been the way of the wo~d
Asia had a habi1 of imponing Ea,t African girls
Indians shipped 1hem to Bombay. Goa, and Karikal
But it wasn't till Europe did it that "African·• equaled "animal"
Make them appease you like Captain Cudjee
And make them see 1he Trulh
That a tree shoots to the heavens when it finally finds Ms
ROOTii.
I

-

'
By Michael Winlield
•

'
I
I

Sincerely Yours

I
t

Without you I'm stuck in an open plane of life's emptiness,
I
Lips move, but no ,ound escape,
1
Life is like a movie with no soundtrack
1
Impossible to escape the inescapable loneliness of your absence. 1

I

lamaman
I am strong.
You are my woman and my queen,
Tite streng1h I have is because of your grace

\
I

• Autumn J oy .Jimerson

Got Poetry?
Call Ginger @ 806-6866

Who can dress the wounds of everyday life'?
I,
Who can illuminate the ,tars at ni~ht'/
Who can ~peak the words lhat fill m; hear1?
:
Whose laugh., are happiMss' vocabulary·i
•
Who tell, me the things I don't feel hke hearing. but I need to hear'/:
To all these question, the an,wcr remains the ,ame.
•
I can·1 say you're the air that I breathe.
Because my Iungs can't hold your entireness...
Your comple1itude...
Your beauty i;, your , imphc11y
Your complex11ie, arc my hobby
Woman, my life's dream is to be worrhy of your low and adoiation,;
Your magic is that I already am
•

-by Jonathan C Sims

•

Words are hollow ,n 1he chest of a man enraptured by a woman,
I wish I could ,ay sweet things,
Things that excite you.
That sOOlhe you.
That bring you joy.
That make you cry
. ••
Bui I can'1 even tell you why I love you .
•
Some1imcs my burden seems more than I can bear,
I'm not right ye1but I' m getting there.
'
-Wally Cambridge
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Untitled, Shannon Washington1
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Sketch from the Catwalk Series
by Akosua Amoako-Atta
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IColbert Shines on Special Teams
I •
I

l

•

COLBERT from Bl

Photo by Dana Bingham

Jay Colbert looks for a

pass CromBobby Townsend.
Colbert says he looks to improve on his patience in his
upcoming seasons as a Bison running back.

l

l 1.ydigga's Picks of the Week
!:
:Sy TYRO'<f; MCCA '<DIES
,Hilltop Staff Writer

lfBig Daddy" went 2-2 last week and that is way below stanl<)ards. I mean, who would ha"e guesS<.>d that Norfolk State
~uld win a game. or that Grambling would beat Florida
~&M. By 1he way, when I called Grambling Head Coach
!l)oug Williams a Morehouse man. I was speaking in the
tscnse that he once coached :11 Morehouse. not that he went
,o the school. Williams actually played at Grambling.
~nyway. we have some huge ball games this week. so let's
~c1 down 10 the nilly griuy. YOU KNOW!

,,

~10RGAN Sl,ffE(0-5,0-4) V$. SA\1\1\NAII STATE (0-2) The
'3ears were steam rolled by NC A&T last week. proving
,hat a once proud Morgan program has really hit rock bot,om. The cure is to bring I-AA newcomer Savannah State
10 Baltimore for homecoming. Like I said a few weeks ago.
;i"lorgan State ha~ the weapons to make some noise and look
,for them to do it this weekend. Hey. nobody goes 0-for-the•~ear anymore in Black College Football.
t torgan 28-Samnnuh St. 19

•~ORFOLK S1;,n: (2-3,1-2) v.s. H,, MPTON (4-1,2-0)· The
partans made me eat my words by beating South Caroli•
a State. They could turn their season around and finish 8... Wait. the Pirates of Hnmpton have won four straight
t.ind are still in the playoff picture. I expect the Pirates to
~ Junder their ridewa1er nemesis.
tHampton 39-Norfolk State 7

t
.

••

•
By DANA E. CRAWFORD
Hilltop Staff Writer

•l As a reserve among a talented group of running backs,

lcolbcrt does not see a great deal of carries from the line
!or scrimmage. something he says he does not mind.
i "Returning kicks gives me more area to work wilh." Col• bert ,tate,. "Their guys are going to be coming at me full
h~cd. so it's harder for them 10 tackle me. All I have to
: do is pick which way to go. and then go ...
! Colbert has been doing just that. and will continue to
;do so in upcoming year;s. Perhaps the scariest thing of all ,
Ii~ the fact that the freshman has three more years 10 develtop hi, talents.
( "Over the years I think I will definitely develop into a
lstrooger. more mature runner, like Hutch and Troyce
,(Sander..). Right now I'm young and anxious:·
: So are Bison fans. anxious to see what is in store forthis
t1alen1ed rookie.
t Perhaps Bison Head Coach Steve Wilson summed it up
lthc best. slating that Colbert. "is going to be be something
fpecial.''

A ~ relude to the Championship

S0 11111 C ,ROI..INA SII\TE(l-4, 0-2) VS. BETHUNE COOK-

MAN(6-0,3-0)-The Wildcats of Bethune Cookman are the
last unbeaten team in the MEAC. You'd think the Bulldogs
can catch BCC sleeping and pull the upset, right? Don't bet
on it, Cookman still isn·1getting any respect and will come
out fired up this weekend. Besides ripping the Bulldogs·
defense apart. Troutman will also hold a television workshop for aspiring reporters.
BCC 45-SC State 10
HCl\\l\ RD (1-4, 1-2) v.s. TO\\ S0'< STATf: (3-3) The Bison
got caught in the wrong place at the wrong time in 'fa.llahassee. Towson State has the same high powered offense.
but the twist is that they nickel and dime teams for 45-55
points. Look for HU 10 play with some pride this week.
Howard has )'el 10 show the football world what it's made
of and Towson has struggled against MEAC teams. I pick
Howard in my Upset-of-the-Week.
Howard 42-Towson 41

19. NORT H CAROLINA A&T V.S. 10. FLORIDA
A&M- MEAC Game-of-the-Weck The winner has the
inside track at the MEAC crown and a playoff spot.
FMIU's "Gulf Coast" attack is the most feared <eoring
machine in 1he conference. The "Blue Death" defense or
NC A&T stops everything. including stampedes. The
Aggies won at home last year in Greensboro, and the men
in Orange and Green (yuck!) have been fuming e\'Cr ,ince.
Look for a classic match-up with the same results. The
Aggies pull ii out•111 dramatic fashion.
NC A&T 24-FAl\lU 23

While a cold front had people running home for cover. Howard'scrosscountry teams fought the element,
head on at in the meel was held in 1he
Hagan Stone Classic held in Greensboro. NC last Saturday. Howard's
cross-country reams wi II compete at
the same park on October 28 in the
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
(MEAC) Cross-Country Chamj)ionships. Both the Howard men's and
women's teams finished second overa ll in a field composed of nine
schools. 101aling approximately 60
runner~.

The women's cross:country ream
finished second to Duke and just
ahead of conference rival North Carolipa A&T. who placed third. Freshman Krystal Perkins gave an elite
performance. breaking the 20-minute
mark with an impre.-,sive 19:46 over
the 3.1 mile course. Perkins placed
tenth overall.
"I ju,t wanted to get familiar with
the course so I would be comfortable
for the MEAC Championships:·
Perkins said.

Crystal Henderson finished second
for Howard. placing 16th overal l.
with a time of 20:33.
" I just wanted to slrategize running
a bener second mile and gcning :1
good position before the woods.'' stated Henderson. Hender.son continued.
"I felt better than ever, but I feel like
I car do bcner...
Veteran Ramsi Bethany commented, "Since I' ve run (this cour..e) two
years before. I just wanted 10 see how
fast I was on the course."
Other lop finishers for Howard were
Adrienne Trice, and Jamila Jorden.placing 18th and 19th with ti mes
of 20:48 and 20:52. respectively.
"The women ran in a pack but need
10 challenge the course more." said
Coach Michael Merritt. "111e wornen
have a very good shot at winning
MEAC Championships."
The men·s cross-country team also
finished second 10 Duke University.
.although problems wit h depth are
still a factor. Michael Zipf conunued
to dominate. placing fifth overall with
a time of 26:09 over the five mile
cour..e.
Zipf declared,'' I ju, 1wanted I<> te,1
out the cour.c for 1hc Championships

and see how our times would be for
MEACs." Zipf cont inued. "I like
thi, course. It's one of my favorites,"
Other top finisher, for 1hc men were
Ngata Nganga. who placed 13th
overall with a time of 27: 12. and
Troy Mc \rthur placing 18th with a
tune of 27:43.
Merrill credit, the men\ ,uccess 10
their training progrnm.
"Because or the workouts the men
have been doing they see they can
push it more."
Merritt added. "They also need 10
challenge the course a little more."
Merritt Mill ha< high hopes for the
men's team in conference competition. as well.
"We will give all we have and are
looking to finish in the top three:·
Zipf added, "We need our guys to
run in a pack and to bring the back
in more:·
Tomorrow\ meet al George Mason
University wi ll be the team', final
chance to iron out the wrinkles before
MEAC Championship compe1i1ion.
"(George Mason Univer,ity) i, a
tough course. ,o I' m looking lo ,cc
,r they are wi lling to go ·1fter it."

Ooh La La Dancer of the Week
Name: Christel! Lewis
Birthdate: October 17, 1982
Sign: Libra
Hometown: Oaldand, CA
Major: Broadcast Journalism
"If one is true to thyself, one will be
able to climb t he highest mountain,
tread against the evil waters, and
take control of his own destiny."
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Author & liter-

The New Orleans

Bob Hayes wins

Chi Eta Phi soror-
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ders Redding is

African-American

born.

daily newspaper is

Susan L. Thylor of Essence magazine will appear
at Inner Visions bookstore, Tuesday, Oct. 7.
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ity is founded in
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FRIDAY. 1JTH - - -·- -·-·-·- -·-·-·-·-·-·- --·-·-·--·- -·-·- - -·'

Hope will be gone in two more daysi Molly Smith's The Great White Hope, the dramatic combination of racial tension, boxing and romance about heavyweight boxer Jack Jefferson, will be
at the Arena Stage, 1101 6th St. SW, until Sunday. Tonight's performance begins at 8 p.m. To
purchase tickets, $32-$50, call 202-488-3300.

miere human rights activists showin_g at 'th~Corcoran Gallery_of Art~closes_today._Th~Corc0c:~
ran, 500 17 th St., is open from IO a.m. to 5 p.m. For information, call 202-639-1700.
::
••

...

•

MONDAY. J6TH
,

'

Sex Monster, Get Your Stuff and Gypsy Boys are three films playing tonight at the Lincoln Theater, 1215 U St., as part of the Reel Affirmations Gay & Lesbian Film Festival,., Showtimes are:
Sex Monster at 7 p.m., Get Your Stuff at 9 p.m., and Gypsy Boys at 11 p.m~ Admission is $8.
For information, call 202-328-6000.
'
The Howard University Jazz Ensemble joins the Washington Ballet to perform the Jazz/Blues
Project at the Kennedy Center, 2700 F St. NW, through Sunday. Show times are 2 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $25-$32. For information, call 202-467-4600.

Trois stars Gary Dourdan and Kenya Moore as a married couple who encounter com
ations,,
after bringing a third party into the bedruom...Playingat.the.Ceci.le Goldman.Theater at e..Je.w;;•
ish Community Center, 16th and Q Streets, NW at 7: 15 p.m. Admission is $8. For information:;'
visit www.reelaffi rmati ons. org/fil mfest.
Hear the Smooth Groove, featuring Eric Marienthal, Ken Navarro and Silm Man at Blues Alley;
1073 Wisconsin Ave. NW. Show times are 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. For information, call 202-337-:,
4141.
-~

-.

SATURDAY. J4TH - -·--·- -·-·- -·-·-·-- -·- --·- -·- - - -·- TUESDAY. 17TH
'

'

Calling all Students Against Violence! Rally at the U.S. Capital with fellow college students
to help bring racial profiling and violence against students to an end. The rally starts at 1 p.m.
on the steps of the U.S. Capital. For information, e-mail: volunteer@studentsagainstviolence.org.

The Dupont Circle Festival highlight music, art, food and shopping around the Dupont Circle
Metro, Connecticut Ave. and Q St. NW, through tomorrow. Today at 6 p.m., a silent auction will
be held at the Carnegie Institution of Washington, 16th and P St., including fine art, theater tickets and restaurant and retail gift certificates. Proceeds will be used to plant trees in commercial
and residential tree boxes. For information, call 202-265-3222.

SUNDAY. JSTH

•

~

Susan L. Taylor of Essence Magazine visits Inner Visions Spiritual Life Maintenance Cent~
and Metaphysical Bookstore, 926 Phil.a.d.elJ2-hWA.v..e . ..SilveJ .Spriug._Ml2, fur_the EYenin.gs_witbc
Iyanla series. For information, call 301-608-8740/8750.
•

•

<

•

Afro-Latino family stories are told by storyteller-artist Quique Aviles at the National Museum
of African Art, 950 Independence Ave. SW, at 2 p.m. Aviles tells African-based tales from Latin
America, the Caribbean, Cuba and Brazil. FREE. For information, call 202-357-2700.

••

WEDNESDAY. JSTH
,

•

See you at noon. HU student bass soloists and ensembles perform at noon at the Blackburn Cer-.,;ter Gallery for the Wednesday at Noon Fine Arts.series... . _________________ ~

.,.,
.,.,..
.,,
.J'

· THURSDAY. J9TH
'

Spirits of the Cloth: Contemporary Quilts by African-American Artists exhibits 50 quilts by 30
artists who have transformed scraps into clabo.rate wm:ks Qf a.rt.lha.t tell stories. ab®tJh.e .Africanc::.
American culture. The quilts can be admired at the Renwick Gallery, J.700 Pennsylvania Ave,
NW, open daily from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. FREE. For information, call 202-357-2700.

'

''Speak'' for one more day. "Speak Truth to Power," an exhibit of 4J) photos of the world's pre-

•

'

•

-

••
.,.

'

Saturday October 21 • 7 p.

Cra

ton Auditoriu

campus of Hovvard University

Fairmont Sts.
•

anhattans

The Chi-Lites

fi~aturing Geralcl Alst<">n & Blt1c IA.>vett

''Shi11i11g Star,,

Ray,Good

an, and

Girl" a11d
See11 ~Ier?"

uHave

«There's No Me Witl1oi1t Yoi1"

Tickets on sale at all TicketMaster Outlets including Cramton Auditorium Box Office, Hecht's .& Kemp Mill
Music,
charge by phone at 202-432-SEAT, or purchase online at www.ticketmaster.com

.

'

.
I

I
)

•

•

•

'

-
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u., c..
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MIDNIGHT MADNESS IS AN EVENING OF EXCITEMENT
PRESENTING THE
WOMEN'S AND MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAMS TO YOU
AT
THEIR FIRST PRACTICE.
.
WEAR YOUR HU GEAR!! DO NOT MISS TIDS ONE!!

MEET THE NEW WOMEN'S AND MEN'S COACHES !!
MUSIC, PRIZES, CONTESTS, GIVE-AWAYS!!!!!!!

ONE FREE TICirnT WILL BE ISSUED TO
HOWARD STUDENTS, STAFF AND FACULTY
WITH CAPSTONECARDS
in the Blackburn University Center, Ground Floor
T0D.AY,FRIDAY, Oct 13 from llam-7pm.

m ARANDOMLy CHOSEN PERSON IN THE m
AUDIENCE WILL HAVE ACHANCE TO WIN $10,000

iGl-i:
--- ...
. - . -..·~·· ...

C
October, 2000

Division of Student Affairs
- ---- - - -
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•
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HOMECOMING STEERING COMMITTEE

r

I 11

•

'

'I J , '
11

,

'

2000 Howard University Honaecoming Steering Committee

Genesis2000: A New Dawning
Schedule of Events
'
·uiw~1'
Vii .ivl

I 1£lil a,

rt '.;I.

Friday, October 20, 2000
Saturday, October 21, 2000

Sunday, October 22, 2000

Mr.I.Miss Howard Pagemit

Cramton Auditoriwn
'

j[{,

'

.

~

7 p.m.

•

•

Greene Stadiwn

12 p.m.

•

Homecoming Coronation Ball

Blackburn Ballroom

8p.m.

.,

Call to Chapel

Rankin Chapel

11 a.m.

Howard vs. NC A&T

•

Gospel Concert

Cramton Auditoriwn

6 p.m.

C

•

'

il,ll)'>l,H
r

'.

Libation/Fireworks Caeinony

Mam Yard

8 p.m.

Monday, October 23, 2000

Variety Show

Cramton Auditoriwn

7 p.m.

Tuesday, October 24, 2000

Comedy Show

Crrunton Auditorium

8 p.m.

Wednesday, October 25, 2000

Step Show

Burr Gymnasiwn

7 p.m.

Thursday, October 26,2000

Fashion Show

Cramton Auditoriwn

7 p.m.

Friday, October 27, 2000

Family Feun!i:m/Yardfem

Mam Yard

12 noon

Concert

Club2:K:9

8 p.m.

Homec01nmg Parade

Route IBA

9 -1 la.m.

Greene Stadiwn

12noon

Rankin Chapel

11 a.m.

Saturday, October 28, 2000

· Grune

Sunday, October 29, 2000

I

AnnourJ. Blackbum Center • Suite 1()()

Washington, DC 20059

'-----·
'

____

,,_,

-

·•

.

,

·--- -- - --

Call to Chapel

(202)806-5426
Fax(202)806-5427

'
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Hilltopics
All HILLTOPJCS
are due, paid in full,
th e Tuesd ay befiore
publication date.
AJilnOuncements by
•
•
campus organ1Zahons
. gs semi
meetID
·
'
fioi
n rs or nonprofit
are
.I

SENIORS & GRADUATE
STUDENTSHave yo~ taken your yearbook
picture yet?
Your last chance:
MWF 10-6 & TH 12-8 in Blackburn's
Music Listening Room.
Questions? Call 806-7870.
THE VlRCINIA CLUB
will be holding a general body meeting
on Monday, October 16, 2000.
Location and Time: TBA

Yaa's Mankosa'sAfrlc.an Hair
Bniiding Service
Con,·cnlent House & Dorm Visits
Best Prices In Town
Call for an appointment
(202) 258-8268

I "''"

!ANNOUNCEMENT
I SANIORS & GRADUATE

Ballroom at 7:30 pm

shootout rotation.
Camille

HELP WANTED

~H
-,,---.,---------~

1-------------t
ARE YOU CRADUATlNC?
If so, take your yearbook picture!
MWF 10-6 & TH 12-8 in
.Blackbum 's Music Listening Room.
Questions? Call 806-7870.

,,

.

Greater Mt. Calvary Holy Church
presents "Prepare for War" College
Conference 2000, October 26-28.
For more infonnation contact
Tejado Hanchell at (202) 529-4547

Wanted Spring Breakers! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica, & Florida. Call Sun
Coast Vacations for a free brochure and
ask how you can organize a small group
& Eat, Drink, Travel Free & Earn
Cash! Call l -888-777-4642 or email

'

I

C

-

j

~1

:

. :~

. ..

. V~ri:1- 1.!i lli'11lll:$. frll<n }'Q\11'.!Jl\lod. ekgant afl"l1tnc111 home al lhe Blair.,. )OU c:m quickly Ix'

,

Blair 1-fouse.
{3.01) Sll5~1l5.Z!i

ungc, luxu,y apartment ho111<.'l-

. BlairTowcrs

Sharks and Lady Shati<s,
Good Luck This Season!

On the- M.-tro Red Line. in excihng

, Bfa ir Plaza
t~.01 J.~8.1-2000

Herc•~ an addition:
Turning Grapes into Gold
Strawberries into Silver
Bananas into Bronze
Pineapples into Platinum

new Do\,ntm.vn StM"r Spring.

To Keri and Al• h wasn't nl)' fault, but
you got the point.
To Bgtex- Don't forget about the linle
people especially your best friend. No
matter what, your friends still love you,
-Princess Tweety 21
To the Westside Ballers and the Ohio
boy- Do your thing this season and
even if I'm not there at the game, I'll
always be there in spirit.
-Your Biggest Fan

Wh.:re you are in life.

rhc Blairs

A..ump1mn i, lh• mo1hr1

llfill ..,ew,up,
,unlwwwo

lipon'llf@lf by
Iii @mA o~mmA Rl111 li»roruy,

Change YOUR World!

JnrPfjl<tfflt~,I

1-------'---------t

StudentCity,com
or call 800-293-1443.

SPRING BREAK 2001!
CANCUN & BAHAMAS. EAT,
DRINK, TRAVEL FOR FREE.
WANTED CAMPUS REPS. Call
or email
USA SPRlNG BREAK, toll free
\JNlTEMinisuies@aol.com
(877) 460-6077, for trip information and
1------------t rates. 25 Continuous Years of Student
The Lambada Student
Travel! www.usasprlngbreak.com
;\\Uanct/Bbexual, Lesbian, and
Gay Organization or Students at
SPRING BREAK 2001 !
Howard (LSA/BLACOSAH)
ALL THE HOTTEST DESTINA•
;,wets every Friday. For meeting
TIONS/HOTELSI
1ild'<>and location, please send an e- CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES AND
mail to blagosab@yahoo.com. Or
STUDENT ORGANlZATIONS
• OJ.Cl
write to:
WANTED! VISIT Inter-campus.com or
J ) L t:, 1400 Shepherd St., N.E.
call 1-800-327-6013.
#373
Washingron, DC 20017
SERVICES
Attn: Sean
All are welcome.
Students, Faculty, Staff
Top Prkes Paid for Used and
SENIORS & GRADUATE
Unwanted Textbooks with
, i.
STUDENTS•
Resale Value
1 l. Ii""• you taken your yearbook •
Taj Book Service
•
picture yet?
202-722-0701
l Gi t
Your last chance:
(Outside 202) 1-800-223-TAJO
I 01.Q MWF 10-6 & TH 12-S in
, Blackburn's Music Listening Room.
Cap City
, ,l:iL#Ques1ions? Call 806-7870.
Negro League
•, Ol(h, Ladies ofAlpha Chapter.
Collectlon
! ~ ta S,'gma Thtta Sorority, J11c.
World's Freshest
prn<nt
Baseball Caps
I
·1
2000 Jabbemock:
202-722-0701
! le To Bt Young, Gifted, and Blatk
(Outside D.C,) 1-800-223-TAJO
Information Session
Friday, October 13, 2000
Sylvia's Specials
I '~q
5:30pm
Pero.is $3S & up
;JI.ti
Blackburn Center
Curls 545 & up
Music Listening Room
Colors $7.S0 & up
I ! L? ll
&
Cuts $7.50 & up
T-Up $30 & up
I} • i'Jfjltnt but Deadly: Uncommon
Pin-Up 525 & up
If:
J{Jllcrs or African-Americans"
Shampoo & Set $20 & up
• IJJDITuesday, October 17, 2000
1),1st S25 & up
" 11O1 8:00 pm lltlhop Lounge
Shampoo & Blow-Dry $20 & up
&
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
~ l>llf!o Place Like Home: Helping Tuesday,3013
Georgia A,·e., NW
11
1
the Homeless
Wasblng1on, DC 20001
)\'cdncsdny October 18, 2000
Tel: 202/726-1537
1:0() pm Chemistry Auditomun
Slyllst: Shrrmalne

i

10 mhmt<-s. Th<' MO Cenler -

1--------------t
i\ Qilm, t1l Km.w ffi,m ~ litJIUlO

salrs@suncoastwcatlous,com,
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, Reliable
Air, Free Food, Drinks, and Parties!
Cancun, Jamnica, Bahamas, Mazar.Ian,
& Florida. Trnel Frte and Earn
Cash!
Do It on the Web! Go to

2 minut"" Capitol Hil

·)S f1iitrut,,s; J&~!I ~~~~all1i~~-- ~ ~tinute>. The higli-ll'UI cooidor.. of \bylnncl 3ttd Northt:m

(301) 585-4664

STUDENTSVohmtter Tutors Needed
Haye you taken your yearbook
We need volunteer tutors in basic math
picture yet?
and English to tutor elementary school
Your last chance:
students.
MWF 10-6 & TH 12-8 in
\\There: Anacos1ia Library (!Sib and
Blackburn's Music Listening Room. Good Hope Road, SE)
Questions? Call 806-7870.
When: Every Saturday from 10:30 am1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 12:30 pm. Stop by any Saturday and
ARE YOU GRADUATING?
sign up.
f lf so, take your yearbook picture! (202) 832-9712 for details.
( 1.t,f\VF I 0-6 & TH 12-8 in
Sponsored by The African-American
Blacld,urn's Music Listening Room. Cultural Education Foundation.
Questions? Call 806-7870.
1---- - - - - -------t
SPRJNC BREAK 2001
"BROWN-BAG LUNCHEON
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, Barbados,
W/ DEAN TAYLOR"
Bahamas. Now Hiring Campus Reps.
Monday, November 6, 2000@
Earn 2 Free Trips. Free Meals... Book
12:30pm- Graduate School
by Nov. 2nd. Call for FREE info pack or
Conference Room (Sponsored by
visit us on-line sunsplashtours.com
Graduate Student Council)
t-800-426-7710
YOU'RE A POET!!!
WANT TO KNOW OTHER
POETS?
COME TO:
THE FIRST MEETING OF
HOWARD POETS
OCTOBER 18 @ 4:00PM
ROOM 300 OF FOUNDERS
LIBRARY

TI~ fun i>f2!tr S;,nn11:s n<:w DoW11tll¥/11

( 0l) ;; _
4 3047
2
Student Prices:
Human Hair Micro- Sl20
Individual Braids shoulder length·
$!20

cnarged as individuBob- SIOO
Drtad Locks- $30
als advertising for the J - - - - - - - - - - - - t Pixie- s120
ARE YOU CRADUATlNC?
Pinnut- s10
P urpose of announc- If so, take your yearbook picture! MWF Senegalese
1\,1st- $130
ing a service, buying
10-6 & TH 12-8 in Blackburn's Music
Yam- 5130
or selling are charged
LiSlening Room.
Casamas (Pbat Braids)- S100
Questions? Call 806-7870.
d •t
,f'
An " ore...
$ii for the 1rst 20
Stylist Professionally Trained
words and $1 for
Interested in Law?
In West Africa (Chana)
Come 10 the Prelaw Society Meeting
" 1 do your hair right the first time"
e tf.Y. additional five
Wednesday, October 18th
Prices do not include hair.
, ords. Local compaDGH Rm.125 a1 7:30 pm
HowardPrelaw@iusticc.com
PERSONALS
es ;:ire charged $10
for first 20 words and
ARE vou GRADUATING?
SAT. OCT 14th ,i, THE C.\GE DJ
r
If so, take your yearbook picture! MWF
OPTIK From 1be Clll-TOW;\
$2 for every 5 WOrdS
10-6 & TH 12-8 in Blackburn's Music
spinnio~ that \lid West Fla,a
thereafter. Personal
Listening Room,
Also ~pinning
ads are $2 for the
Questions? Call 806-7870.
DJ !>i>th Senst-\\ K\'S
-'\IIDWEST REPRt:',E'\ 1
first 10 words and $1
Join the NMCP for Election 2000
Town Hall Meeting
~or every additional 5
To: O'Kcyla, Sabrina and RobinMonday, October 16, 2000
I didn't forget y'all•
words.
Howard University Blackbum Center
You just have to wait your tum in the

.-

Can c I 1 } ar'
I me n, Ca ,,c I ,e?
The ok ,ms
t ' Hh -;j~ ..,l'C entus1 1 lh3t l brother
L-1 Omes:i Psi 1'111 F tcm1t) A p~

Cfuipter congrntul.11c lh<v \\ mncr of th-e
fir~t annual ··Qu~ Queen for :1 \\ctk
,1.•nc, Shedon \\ 1lha1m,(m as \\C-11 a .. thd'
,, inner for ,,eel 2. Sheena Smnh These
lo,dy Jad1!!'s won "-rcc1.il gilt, mduJmg

Junch, dinni:r. and a mass.1gc frnm 1hc
Oinc>;a ,1a;1 ofthc1r ~ ho1..:-eOmcg.1 Psi Phi Fratcrn11y, Alpha Chapter
would also hk 10 ,rnd ,1 ,pcc1.1I dunk:-.
to all of thos.c "ho L·ame uul nod slt.trcd
.... un us II\ lh"\,i C\lfflU t fi l Jay:. mg of
tt-i: Quc-llcnnttn.

()A A,cnucl Be.\tu1ti1<.llion Va, IIU
Freshman \fo,c ln, rre ..hQl.an Mo,c In.
Fri:.;hm:in BBQ. t::~s~n\.""C of w~un3nhooJ..
Hard Bui Fair llhclbum !'art), AIDS
Wnlk Sig.n-up. Blood Dri\ c Sign-up,
Voter Rcgh,trntmn. Rite,. Roots. :ind
R11u:1h,, Grttk l.ifo Scmin.1.r, QUf·
Auction,(){' l.hc Purr!~ MJ,lrK'Ss P3.rt),
Omega Bl3~t off 2000, Omcg..i lot,1l
W~l1nc,'5 Wak 2000. Rates 01 Pa-..... 11 ..
Poc1ry Cipher. (",trdil, K1ct..bo:-.i11g. C"III
to Chat><!

.

~hk, H CiiJ Ill. I he Pre dc"'-l of rrh
Oaptcr. ,,ould hkc to txprcs...< l1C"ar1ft"l1
tmtilude and thank-. co t~ h,cnt}
Blood Purl'- \\ho unJ~r the gmd.1nl.'.c uf
Jah. found Good and E\il mtn to

Thoroughl) lmmn,e a~

l.oJ■I

Oi,dph.-,

and Thundt-rou, Knights ,,ho c,cntu:ll-

li· brough about ,

D\R\\ l'\'S FU.\ t.,
£.\OLI TIO:\ARlt.S of
PERSt:\ llH '\CE

lcebeTJ'

Km: ~hi<:, Ill
Ra,, l);m,

1anta~111.:

Good foot

Adonis
1he GriOI
lr,.msidc-:,,

Borde-Que:
Golden Que

Adrenal me

Lo, ed b\ fl!',,, hated b)' 1oonY, but
ttspected by all... .

Homccom,ng Friday Oct, 27th
DJ S&S ,a the Ca~•l
Stay 1uncd for mor< details...
.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Hi>ni,m to Jfo,,,an ltJ!wa r V( rn
1\.i('lntlay. Oct,)be1 16 "000 P\.1
( h m1 II) '\ud1t "rium

2401 Pennsylvania Ave.
Suite G

202.887 .0912

ii(;itRAVEL I

